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Getting ready for the big one

NHL Scores
Washington 3
Philadelphia 2
Montreal
Boston
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Pope tells media to
act "responsibly"
VATICAN CITY (AP)
Pope John Paul II called on
the media on Sunday to act
responsibly.
The value of the media is
"undeniable," the pope said
in his regular Sunday remarks from his window
over St. Peter's Square.
But media figures should
respect "moral laws,
legitimate rights (and) the
dignity of man," he said.
"Such a decisive sector of
society should not, in fact,
be abandoned to the whims
of the market, but should be
suitably protected," he said.
. The pope did not elaborate.
On Saturday, the Vatican's official newspaper
L'Osservatore Romano
condemned television
broadcasts about recent
executions in the United
States, saying it turned the
killings into "spectacles."
The executions, including
one by firing squad In Utah,
have been widely reported
on in Italy, which does not
have capital punishment.
After the pope's remarks,
two children appeared at
his side to release doves
into the air. "Go to Sarajevo," the pope said to one
of the doves as it balked at
flying away.

Budget crisis helps
insurance company
WASHINGTON - For Insurance giant Blue Cross
and Blue Shield, the
government's budget crisis
provided a golden opportunity.
Its lobbyists quietly attached something they wanted to the stopgap spending
bill Congress approved on
Friday. The section they
added would exempt the Insurer from a ban on lobbying by nonprofit enterprises
that do business with the
federal government.
To get the change made,
however. Blue Cross had to
lobby for it, which It technically was prohibited from
doing after Jan. 1, when the
ban took effect.

Quote of
the day
"Say it ain't
so,Ko."
—sign spotted
at Saturday's
men's basketball game.
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Faculty Senate
passes resolution
deploring cuts
Darli Wamocfc
The BC News
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Pecos Schlect tapes an EZ Boot onto his bone In preparation for the pre-game show at Sun Devil Stadium prior to the start of Super Bowl XXX. For game details, see page nine.

In an attempt to save state subsidles in doctoral programs, the
Faculty Senate recently passed a
resolution to deplore the recommendation of the Ohio Board of
Regents to cut University subsidies.
English Professor Richard
Gebhardt said passing the resolution was critical to show that
the University community Is not
prepared to accept the Regent's
decision. "I think it Is important
that the Faculty Senate and administration wanted to make a
resolution before the bad news
happened," Gebhardt said. "We're taking that kind of forward
look."
The resolutions were written in
an attempt to show the necessity
of the programs to the well being
of the University. Gebhardt explained that If too many doctoral
program subsidies are cut, it will
affect all students, including undergraduates.
"We are concerned that the
quality of the undergraduate
program may be affected," Gebhardt said.
Donald Nieman, chairman of
the History department, said he
agreed that all programs could
be affected as a result of the
cuts, because the amount of

higher quality faculty could go
down.
"We are a far better institution
because of having doctoral programs," Nieman said. "Undergraduates stand to lose If the cuts
take place as well."
Although the History subsidies
have already been cut, five other
programs are waiting until
spring to find out whether or not
they will be cut. The University
has the option to make up the
subsidies or to keep the program
running without the additional
subsidies.
"The University administration needs to wait until the reviews of other programs have
been decided," Nieman said. I'm
reasonably optimistic."
According to Nieman, much of
the Regent's decision to cut certain programs is politicallyoriented. "It's political," Nieman
said. "But the Board of Regents
has acted, and they are not going
to reverse their decision this
year."
Gebhardt said putting the faculty on record as against the cuts
will put a more positive light on
the issue.
"It la better to take a position
and to respond to an unfortunate
decision," Gebhardt said. "Using
different efforts to publicize and
use responsible, professional behavior contributes to the decision."

Congress to try once again at compromise
Jim Ab rams
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Congress
should make another try at a balanced budget compromise before
resorting to the piecemeal approach of limited savings and tax
cuts being promoted by House
Speaker Newt Gingrich, two
Senate leaders said Sunday.
"I think we're close enough,"
said Senate Majority Whip Trent
Lott, R-Miss., citing what he said
was growing support in the Senate for a bipartisan plan to balance the budget over seven
years.
Gingrich, R-Ga., last week said
the effort to find common ground

with President Clinton on a balanced budget was hopeless, and
proposed attaching up to $100 billion in savings and $29 billion in
tax cuts to a bill raising the nation's debt celling.
The administration, after
showing some initial interest, has
become increasingly negative to
the idea of making a "down payment" on eliminating the federal
deficit.
Clinton on Saturday said Congressional Republicans, having
failed to win negotiating leverage through partial government
shutdowns, are now trying to use
the debt ceiling "as a way to get
their way."
Senate Democratic leader Tom

Daschle of South Dakota, appearing with Lott on NBC's "Meet the
Press," pressed that point, saying
linking the debt limit to spending
and tax cuts was "a big, big mistake. ... We shouldn't be playing
games with something as devastating and destructive as this
could be."
Treasury Secretary Robert
Rubin says the nation faces default if the debt ceiling, now at
$4.9 trillion, Isn't raised by
March 1. Clinton warned that if
the nation doesnt pay the Interest on its debt, the consequences
would be higher Interest rates
and tens of millions of Americans
not getting their Social Security
checks.

Lott said there will have to be consulted with or conferred with
some conditions on the debt ceil- others in the Senate."
ing bill to get it through ConOn Saturday, • Gingrich said
gress, but he was not enthused even if Republicans and moderabout Gingrich's down payment ate Democrats reached a comidea. "I think that's too small. I promise, Clinton might veto it At think we need to do more. We can a town hall meeting in Georgia,
do more."
he again pitched his idea of using
Republicans have been court- the debt ceiling bill to make a
ing conservative Democrats in "down payment" toward a balhopes of putting together a anced budget.
strong majority for a compro"I don't think we'll have the
mise plan, and Lott said there kind of big solution we hoped to
was growing support in the Sen- have, with a big deal with the
ate "in a bipartisan coalition that president," Gingrich said. "But I
has really come up with a very think we can get some specific
realistic budget."
things done every month, and I
He said he was surprised when think we ought to keep getting as
Gingrich came out with his plan much done as we can without dislast week. "I don't know that he rupting the process."

Committee searches for
new campus technology
Jay Young
The BC News

The committee charged with
developing a technology plan to
carry the University into the 21st
century Is In the process of developing a plan for the future.
Formed by President Sidney
Ribeau, the committee Is trying
to find the common ground in the
numerous on-campus studies
that have been conducted.
Chairman Louis Katzner said the
committee has met about 10
times since its initial meeting in
November.
"The president has asked a
group of us to look at the many,
many different reports that have
been produced on campus and
try to put together a master plan

.

for the next five to seven years,"
Katzner said. "We're looking at a
bunch of reports that have been
produced In the past. We're looking at technology plans that have
been produced at other campuses."
Ribeau said the plan will give
the University overall direction
for the future. He said he will review the report and determine
which things are in the reach of
the University.

"The president has asked for a
report by us by mid-March, because the president wants to take
a report to the trustees by May,"
Katzner said. "We don't have a
choice. We will meet the deadline."
Katzner said he has been meeting with different groups on
campus to get input about technology.

"IVe tried to tell them what we
are all about and seek any input
they may have to give us," Katzner said. "I think what folks are
telling us Is that we definitely
need some kind of master plan
Katzner said the committee for the campus and that we have
will complete the report In to move forward technology
wise."
March
"Once we are comfortable with
what it says conceptionally, then
we have to ask, 'How much
money do we have?"
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Men bay hand-made stoves at a market. These stoves are popular because they can easily be Installed la apartments.
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My 'Friends', cold and braless
Mother addresses binge drinking
Aa Jessica's 23rd birthday (Jan. 31) approaches, I feel compelled to
share several thoughts with you, the BGSU student body.
Binge drinking has become an acceptable condition on campuses
throughout the country, and I don't presume that one death (even my
daughter's) will alter this situation. Youth perceives itself as invincible as they seize their independence and assert their own "free will."
We as parents encourage our sons and daughters to seek this independence. How tragic then, that death can be a consequence of this
nurturing process. Death is a finality that destroys family relationships and personal friendships. The ensuing grief is painful
beyond belief. Back of it is always, "It need not have happened." And
that is the torture. It will not be absorbed, but will always be there,
always hurting. Nature does not absorb it, but gradually provides a
protective covering which numbs the sharp pain.
My plea to you is simple. Don't bring this pain on your family and
friends through you own "free will." Most importantly, look out for
one another. Remember the "buddy system" from your kindergarten
days? Live itl If you come across a friend or stranger you sense is in
imminent danger, please intercede. You might save a life and have
another family forever indebted to you. Please, for the love of Jessica, do it.
In memory of Jessica Mawson, killed Nov. 1,1995.
SueMawson
Delaware, Ohio

Reader critiques nightguard cartoon
On Wednesday, January 24th, an editorial cartoon depicted three
night guards asleep while on duty. Besides the fact that the creator of
the caricature neglected to put their point into a meaningful critique,
they failed to provide any proof that the event actually occured.
There was no date, no time, and no location was provided, probably
because it is fictitious, which makes this dangerously close to slandering all night guards on this campus.
In the general defense of all night guards, we are students who get
minimum wage to deal with morons such as yourself: setting off [sic]
fire alarms, «ma«hing light fixtures, etc., and the most intelligent of
all, propping doors. If you are really concerned with safety on this
campus, you would use your column inches to critique the people who
prop doors and truly undermine safety in our dorms.
Timothy Minneci
Sports Management

The BG News

One of the top rated shows on
TV today Is NBCs Friends. This
show, about young singles trying
to make their way through the
world, is loved by young and old
alike. Women watch it because
it's funny, romantic and occasionally sad. Guys watch It because of one thing: Wazzoombas.
If you don't know what I'm talking about, maybe that's because
you call them by a different
name (gazoingos, kahunas, etc.),
but hey, you say toe-may-toe, I
say toe-mah-toe, I say poe-taytoe, you get the picture. Now, at
this point, if you're asking yourself, "What is he talking about?"
you're either a woman or blind.
For those of you that fall under
these groups, I'll explain it in two
words: Jennifer Aniston.
Ms. Aniston plays Rachael, the
"gifted" waitress at the show's
coffee shop, and she attracts
male viewers to the show like
morons to Brother Jed. If you ask
any normally functioning guy
what color her eyes are, he will
promptly respond with,
"Uhhhnhh..." Up until this past
week, I didn't even know shehad
eyes, much less what color they
might be. "Why is this?" you
might ask. "Is it because you are
a disgusting, chauvanlstic pig?"
Noooo, it is because I am a GUY
and the producers of Friends are
keeping that studio pretty damn
chilly, if you ask me - or any
other guy, for that matter.
So you're just a pervert that
looks out for these things, huh?

Gaffney
No, I'm a guy with perfectly good
eyesight. And therein lies the
problem: I see these "things," but
am I - and the other guys of the
world - supposed to? Are we
supposed to walk to class when
it's 75 degrees outside and NOT
notice when a girl walks by in a
spandex-like top that, before she
put it on, was as big as a legal envelope and cutoff shorts that
don't offer much more coverage
than the belt Itself? I think we're
supposed to notice, but we're not
supposed to SHOW that we noticed. Or maybe we're supposed
to notice, and to show that we noticed, but not because of what we
orlglnallynoticed.
For example, let's say you and
your girlfriend are walking
across campus when the aforementioned spandex and cutoff
girl walks by. Youcouid try to
stare right ahead, but most black
holesdon't have that kind of
power, and you are just a mere
guy. You could say something
like, "She has a nice smile," but
a.) it's an obvious effort not to be
obvious, and b.) it's bull - ten to
one says the average guy
wouldn't have noticed if she had
a live hamster in her mouth.
You COULD try to say some-

thing like, "Her butt Is too big,"
but this is only instant death,
since it shows that you LOOKED
at her butt, probably ADMIRED
her butt, then realized that
maybe your girlfriend SAW you
looking at said passerby's butt
and admiring It, and so, in an
effort to keep your girlfriend
from saying something like, "Oh,
Is THAT what you like?" you offered a defense before you were
even apprehended, and that only
proves that you were guilty in the
first place.
THAT is what's wrong with the
world today. In a situation such
as the above, most guys aren't
exactly sure whether they're
supposed to notice, say or do, but
watch ten minutes of a National
Geographic special on Animals
of the Serrengeti and there is no
doubt that the lion named "Bob"
knows what he is supposed to do.
Bob Is the leader of his own little
pride of seven - count 'em, seven! - lionesses. The lionesses
travel together, take care of the
cubs and hunt for food. And
where is Bob, you say? Off doing
guy stuff.
Guyness goes beyond all boundries, religious, ethnic - even
species. And what sort of stuff
does a lion do? Well, typical guy
stuff. Like hanging out with other
lions and shooting the breeze on
the largest gazelle they've ever
killed, how the Bulls played last
week or how they were so drunk
last night they couldn't land on
all four feet. Or just sitting

around drinking beer. And when
he gets done with his guy stuff,
he goes back home, roars at his
pride, and falls asleep in front of
the TV. The next afternoon he
gets up, pees in the woods, and
there before him are seven
lionesses. Does he worry, about
what he's supposed to say, or how
to keep from playing favorites,
or whether or not he's being too
bold? Noooool He chooses one,
does the 'Congo-Mamba,' eats a
zebra and it's back to doing guy
stuff.
"So you're suggesting that all
guys keep seven women around
and routinely kill zebras?" Well
of course not! There aren't any
zebras In North America, silly!
What I AM saying is that, well,
lately, guys have been under attack for being guys. Guys belch,
guys swear while watching sporting events, guys occasionally
scratch in public, guys are proud
of the stupid and painful! things
they've done, they will never look
at a map, and guys notice women
that want to be noticed. Why? For
the same reason we notice Corvettes, Harleys and nasty highway accidents.
Does that make it right? No,
that makes us GUYS. And the
producers ofFriends know that.
Probably 'cuz they're guys themselves. "Is that the point you're
trying to make?" No. I have no
point. I just thought I'd share this
with you. Now if you'll excuse
me, I must go... and kill a gazelle.
That and other guy stuff.
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Russians containing Chechens
That within Chechnya itself, election campaign later this year allow the "market forces" driven
Last week the Russian authorities, using methods which needle and cassette bombs were and to use the international stage shiny hew car of capitalism to
left the West squirming, freed a used repeatedly. By the begin- to bolster public opinion against either bomb merrily off the edge
of a financial cliff or devek>p
number of innocent civilian hos- ning of last year, at least one the rebels.
chronic metal fatigue and fall
tages from the grip of unscrupu- building housing blind people
The
problems
for
the
Chechapart before it has even had Its
had been bombed by them, and
lous Chechen terrorists.
It was headline news the world that many of the 'atrocities' per- nya are familiar ones: They are a first turn around the block.
over, and for all the disquiet petrated by the rebel forces were people who have traditionally
It could be economically and
about President Yeltsin's meth- invented by Russian troops on borne the brunt of Soviet hostiods, the PR was essentially to his the grounds that they expected lity; deported under Stalin, vic- politically disastrous for the U.S.
the Chechen fighters to behave in tims of hostility under the Com- and its allies and, more subtly,
advantage.
Unfortunately for the Chechen the ways described and so felt it munist, and subsequently of de- would leave them looking terripeople, the other, and extremely was quite Justifiable to claim that pravation after the collapse of bly silly, and whilst it might
disturbing side to this conflict, they already had done so, in lieu. the Soviet Union. They also made sometimes seem as though
the mistake, which so many have leaders relish their roles as
has received rather less attenSince then Boris Yeltsin's made, of believing that the "In- Commedia Dell'arte, they. In
tion, if any at all.
forces have pushed Chechens, ternational Community" would fact, do not.
The allegations now being under their president, Djokhar come to their rescue or at the
For the Chechens, the situation
made against the Russian Dudayev (wanted by the Rus- very least ameliorate their
looks bleak indeed. If even half
government are that they de- sians as a criminal he has, plight.
liberately conspired to push the nonetheless been freely roaming
of the reports emanating from
the area about Russian troop arid
Chechen rebels into a position around giving press conferences
It did not, of course, happen.
where they took action against and meeting members of the fedPartly because much of the government dirty tricks are true,
civilians, whilst also employing eral parliament, apparently un- truth about the situation was hid- then it looks as if their struggle
methods against the rebels which hindered by those who are sup- den, smudged or ignored by the for freedom Is doomed to failure.
have long been banned by inter- posed to be scouring the nation Russian media, but also because They are in an untenable posinational convention.
for him, an odd liberality in a the West has invested far too tion; their enemy Is the one setIn one small article buried country which is becoming more much in their support of Yeltsin ting them up for the fall, feeding
away inside one international illiberal by the day). Into ever (or whoever may take his place). them much of their intelligence
Information and actively encourmagazine last week, it was more desperate action, culminatIt is Important for the new aging them to fight in order to alclaimed that Russian troops re- ing in the hostage crisis of last
Russian government to succeed low the Russians the luxury of
peatedly fired on civilians on
their way to Chechnya long beThis has enabled Yeltsin to because the West crowed its vic- claiming that they had to take
fore they had even reached the make both a strong show of mili- tory upon the fall of the commu- decisive action to end the bloodtary strength in the run up to the nists and cannot now be seen to shed.
border.
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Astronaut remembered
Cleveland family recalls second woman In space
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Judith Resnik
had always seemed to come in
second in the space race.
She narrowly missed becoming the first American woman
in space when her friend Sally
Ride beat her to the stars.
Another member of the Challenger mission, teacher Christa
McAullffe, captured the nation's attention as the first female non-astronaut to go into
space.
Resnik, 36, was set to make
her second trip on the space
shuttle on Jan. 28,1986.
But 73 seconds after takeoff,
the unthinkable happened. The
$2 billion rocket and shuttle assembly exploded when hot
rocket exhaust that had leaked
past rubber O-ring seals
weakened by cold weather ignited the shuttle's main fuel
tank.
Resnlk's father, Marvin Resnik, watched in horror as the
smoking chunks fell into the
Atlantic Ocean. The 10-year
anniversary of the explosion
was Sunday.
Judith Resnik was the
daughter of Russian Jews who
emigrated to Ohio from the

David KohUThc AllocUMcd Pren

Residents In Richmond, Ohio use canoes and row boats to get to and from their homes after the Ohio
river flooded last week. A decision Is expected this week on the state's request for federal assistance.

President pledges assistance
for counties along Ohio River
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Ohioans who
were affected by flooding in six
eastern counties will be able to
get money from the federal
government to help pay for damages to their homes and businesses.
President Clinton on Saturday
declared the counties along the
Ohio River major disaster areas
and ordered federal assistance to
supplement state and local
cleanup efforts.
The declaration will allow the
government to provide grants
and low-Interest loans to flood

victims in Belmont, Columbiana,
Jefferson, Meigs, Monroe and
Washington counties.
Rain and melting snow from a
blizzard caused the Ohio River to
flood In many areas along the
eastern and southern border of
the state since mid-January.
The Ohio Department of Public
Safety has estimated property
damage at more than $16 million
and rising. The flood waters
damaged more than 2,000 buildings.
The U.S. government will pay
75 percent of the cost of supplemental disaster assistance, with
the state and local governments

picking up 25 percent of the cost.
Ohio generally splits the 25 percent evenly with the local
government.
Gov. George Voinovich asked
Clinton on Thursday to approve
the disaster declaration.

COLUMBUS - A special grand
jury reportedly will begin deliberations on Monday in the investigation of lobbyist payments
to state lawmakers. The Columbus Dispatch reported.
Indictments could be returned
by the end of next week, the
newspaper said.
Franklin County Assistant
Prosecutor George M Ellis refused to comment on any deals
his office may be offering. But
the Dispatch, citing unidentified
sources, said several deals were
in the works.

=-

When it was over, nothing
was given to her to bury.
"The unidentified remains of
the seven astronauts are in a
memorial in Arlington National
Cemetery," Belfer said. "They
are not far from the memorial
to the unknown soldier."
Belfer remembers her
daughter as any mother would.
"She was pretty much a
normal kid," she said. "I remember how she got Involved
In NASA She was working for
Xerox in California in 1976
when she saw an application
for NASA's astronaut program
posted that said they were
looking for women. She felt
like she had nothing to lose by
submitting an application, but
never dreamed she would be
accepted. She was one of the
first six women chosen."
Today, the legacy of Resnik
and her fellow astronauts continues.
There are learning resource
centers around the country
that teach people about the
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration's work.
One at Firestone High School
was started by school officials
to honor Resnik.

Man charged in robberies

Voinovich declared state disasters in 13 counties after the recent flooding, authorizing state
agencies to do whatever was
necessary to assist local
governments. They included
those counties receiving federal
help plus Adams, Brown, Clermont, Gallia, Hamilton,
Lawrence and Scioto counties.

The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - The sister of a
man charged in a string of bank
robberies in the Midwest said her
brother tried to go straight but
had the bad influence of another
robbery suspect.
Peter K. Langan, 37, was arrested Jan. 18 in Columbus and
was being held In the Franklin
County jail. Richard Lee Guthrie"
Jr., 37, was arrested on Jan. 15 in
Cincinnati. He Is being held in a
Covington.Ky.Jail.
Langan, Guthrie and a third
man are suspected In 18 robberies dating from January 1994 in
Ohio, Iowa, Wisconsin, Missouri,
The Joint Legislative Ethics Nebraska, Kansas and Kentucky.
A message left Saturday at the
Langan and Guthrie are
prosecutor's office for spokes- Committee has continued its inwoman Kari Klttrell was not im- vestigation to determine if legis- charged in two of the robberies.
lators should be disciplined for Jim Thompson, whose last admediately returned.
failing to disclose speaking fees. dress was in Pittsburg, Kan., is
The first criminal conviction in The committee put off until next wanted by the FBI in the robberthe 2 1/2-yearold case came last week a ruling on whether Aron- ies.
week in a plea agreement with off and Rlffe should have disLangan's criminal record dates
The Limited Service Corp.
back 20 years. He was 16 when
closed the speaking fees.
The subsidiary of the ColumThe grand jury convened in he was sentenced to five years in
bus-based retailer. The Limited October to investigate the honor- a Florida prison with adult crimInc., was found guilty of two ariums paid to 12 current and inals for robbing a man of $78.
"When he got out, I thought he
misdemeanor counts of falsifica- former state lawmakers.
tion. It was fined $10,000 for failState law used to allow legisla- had kept his nose clean," his sising to report $9,000 in honorar- tors to accept up to $500 for ter, Leslie Maloney, told The
iums to Senate President Stanley speaking fees without having to Columbus Dispatch for a story
published Sunday.
Aronoff, R-Cinclnnati, and formBut he continued to get in trouSee |URV, page five.
er House Speaker Vem Rif fe Jr.

Jury deliberations to begin
today on lobbyist payments
The Associated Press

Ukraine. Their marriage was
rocky, and they divorced while
17-year-old Judith was a student at Firestone High School
in Akron.
Resnlk's mother, Sarah Belfer of Mayfleld Heights, said
she planned to spend Sunday in
quiet anonymity at a symphony
concert, and later alone with
her memories. She frequently
attends concerts, but had a
special reason for being at this
one. A performance of "America The Beautiful" will be dedicated to her daughter.
"I was down at Cape Canaveral (Fla.) for a previous
launch that was canceled,"
Belfer said. "I was not able to
go down for this one. I was getting ready to leave my apartment for an appointment when
a friend called and told me to
turn on the television. I did,
and that Just took care of everything."
Belfer sat alone in her
apartment watching news reports showing the tape of the
rocket rising, then disappearing in a sudden burst of light.
Its remnants trailing smoke as
they fell. She wouldn't let
neighbors comfort her and told
relatives to stay away. She
wanted to be alone.

ble, often with Guthrie, his childhood friend. Charges included
receiving stolen property, robbery and weapons violations.
Langan moved in with his sister in 1988, working as a handyman and baby-sitting his sister's
children while she worked at
night.
But in 1992, Langan was
charged with receiving stolen
property while Guthrie was visiting, she said.
Langan, Guthrie and Norman
H. Smith became friends in 1964
when they all lived in Wheaton,

Md. But a falling out between
Smith and Guthrie in 1991 ended
the trio's friendship.
"Peter tried real hard to make
it (straight)," Smith told the
newspaper Friday by telephone
from a Maryland prison. He is
serving six years for assault and
larceny.
"But Guthrie was around to influence him and draw him down
his path," he said.
Guthrie is suspected of making
threats against President Bush in
1992.

RUSH
Tonight &
Tomorrow
at
THETA CHI
House
334 N. Main
Queastions??? Call Darren 352-4116

HOM€ FRICON HOCKEY THIS FRIDAY RND SRTURDRY VS. LRK6 SUPERIOR

ft

EASY ADMISSION...JUST SHOW YOUR VALID STUDENT I.D. AT THE DOOR FOR ADMISSION. .h

(PanfteCCenic
Spring Itysfi
See What You've Been Missing....
House Rushing Ian. 29th and 31st
Kappa Kappa Gamma - Sigma Kappa
Alpha Gamma Delta - Phi Mu
Pi Beta Phi - Kappa Delta
Alpha Omicron Pi

Bofl

Call'1'-800-K.
for
ft inf

Houses Rushing Ian. 30th and Feb. 1st
Gamma Phi Beta - Chi Omega
Alpha Xi Delta - Delta Gamma
Alpha Chi Omega - Delta Zeta
Alpha Phi
-Party times 8 -8:45 At 9 9:45 p.m.
Any Qs call the Panhel Ofc@2 - 2534
or Catherine ©2-4594
And Bring A Friend!!
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Faulty wiring determined
as cause of local fire

Monday, January 29,1996

The Olympics are coming

occured on Dec 29, was unusual workmanship was not the cause.
because electricity is not the
"We are very thankful that no
i cause of most Area.
one was hurt, because we can alAn electrical fire caused the
"Electricity is indirectly in- ways rebuild buildings," Valenevacuation of about 20 residents volved within the system, and tine said.
of 721 High Street. Faulty wiring modern safeguards prevent wirlocated above the laundry room ing from being the central
Major damage was caused to
celling was determined as the cause,"he said.
communication lines, and the
cause.
main feed lines to the units.
Douglas Valentine, Preferrred Smoke damaged many possesBowling Green Fire Lt. Thomas Mauk said the Are, which Properties owner, said that poor sions, but no injuries occurred.
Natalia Miller
The BC News

Independence ends tragically
The Associated Press
DELAWARE, Ohio - Victor
Pileggi was trying to remain independent even though he had
been blinded in a 1981 construction accident, but his desire for
Independence may have contributed to his death
Pileggi, 41, was killed Tuesday
when a car struck him as he
walked to his mailbox. Funeral

services were held Saturday and
Sunday.
"He was trying to establish independence all the time," said his
wife, Karen. "That's where going
to the mailbox came In."
Pileggi often walked down the
driveway to the mailbox using
his cane. He would turn away
from highway traffic noise to get
back home.
Mrs. Pileggi, an English teach-

er at Centerburg schools In Knox
County, believes a rainstorm
may have played a role In the accident.
*It was the first time he had
gone alone to the mailbox in the
rain," she said. "I think things
sound different in the rain. I
think the rain disoriented him,
and he ended up in the middle of
See TRACIC, page five

Card jni Sttwart/TlM Aiuclatrd Praia

Mike Roen fights the wind chill to assemble the Olympic rings that will make up part of the bridge
leading from the stadium to the structure that will hold the Olympic cauldron.

Illegal activitiesfrequenting Toledo politics
The Associated Press
TOLEDO -- Dirty politics
usually includes name-calling,
mudslinging and unethical practices, but Illegal activities are
becoming more common.
Such examples could be drawn
from the city's 1993 strong
mayor's race. The Blade reported Sunday.
A court case was filed last
. week demanding that candidate
Pete Silverman provide any Information he may have about a
tape of a cellular phone call made
during the race and information
about whoever recorded it. Secretly recording a cellular phone

call is a federal crime.
Into allegations that Toledo MunCourt records show that the icipal Court Judge Thomas Osowconversation was between John ick tapped into a court computer
Robinson Block, co-publisher and two months ago to dig up negaeditor-in-chief of the Blade, and a tive Information about Republireporter who was covering the can court clerk Maggie Thurber.
race.
She was running for re-election
at the time.
Former City Manager Tom
During the mayoral race beHoover was also taped secretly
while talking on his cellular tween John McHugh and Donna
phone. On the tape, Hoover was Owens, someone broke into the
critical of candidate Carty Flnk- old county records building and
beiner and said Silverman was stole records from when
incapable of running the city. McHugh served as county treasCopies of it were leaked to the urer.
media.
The documents were related to
In another case, the Ohio attor- a shortage of $4,473 in the treasney general's office is looking urer's office, which McHugh said

was reimbursed. The records, in the last few years.
wrapped in brown paper, were
"In the old days, lt was tearing
left at a downtown restaurant for down signs and trying to discrea Blade reporter. The burglary dit people," he said. "Today,
was never solved.
you're taping cellular phone conversations."
The eavesdropping cases
aren't new and aren't unique to
The newly reorganized Ohio
the region.
Elections Commission has been
separated from the secretary of
"It's a scary trend, but It's part state's office and has more power
of today's technology," said Vir- to Investigate campaign fraud.
ginia Snyder, a Florida security But enforcement is still up to
consultant. "It's used in dirty pol- county prosecutors.
itics, divorces, corporate intelligence."
"A lot of the abuses are criminal," said commission Director
Tom Noe, a recent chairman of Phil Richter.
the Lucas County GOP, said the
tricks have sunk to a lower level
After election day, the incen-

tive to investigate such allegations loses momentum, said Janet
Lewis, director of Ohio Common
Cause.
"So many times, politicians
just feel it's a game, and once the
campaign is over, everything is
over," she said.
Credibility is not the only thing
lost through dirty tactics. Candidates also lose voter Interests.
"I hope they know they are doing these things on our time,"
said Ray Gillespie, 69, an independent voter. "These are not
their political offices. They belong to us."

COMING TO YOOR CAMPUS:
DILLARD'S DEPARTMENT STORES
Begin Your Career with the Best!
Discover Career Opportunity and Advancement
with One of the Nation's Most Successful Retailers.
We will be interviewing on
Friday. February 16th?
Make your appointment now
at the Career and Placement Office.
Get on the fast track with Dillard's, and work for the most
technologically advanced department store chain in the country!
We're looking for assertive, self-confident, self-starting individuals
who want to be part of a forward-thinking,
235-store corporation with over $5 billion in sales.

If you have experience or studies in:
• Retail Management • Business • Finance • Marketing
we want to talk to you!

Wo offer:
A Competitive benefits packages
£f Retirement plan with substantial
company matching contribution
A Medical/dental/vision/disability insurance
A Employee discount on purchases
A Paid vacations A Much more!

>

Dillard's Ohio Division—covering Ohio. Kentucky and Indiana—is growing: three new stores will open in 1996.
and a major expansion of our Beach wood, Ohio store is already underway. Be part of the excitement. Join us at Dillard's.

Dilland's

m
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* President's rise in
polls not affected
by first lady's dip
Terence Hunt
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Suddenly,
they are America's political odd
couple. Bill and Hillary Clinton.
He's on a roll. Sh^s on the hot
seat.
He made Republicans squirm
with a strong State of the Union
address well received by the public His poll numbers are up, the
Republicans' are down. His
string of vetoes on welfare, tax
cuts and a balanced budget the
last few months threw the GOP
agenda into a skid. Republicans,
taking heat for two government
shutdowns, backed down and
hastily approved a temporary
spending bill last week.
She, on the other hand, was
ordered under subpoena before a
grand jury - an embarrassing
first for a first lady. Her credibility is In doubt, her poll ratings
are plunging and her high-visibility role as White House policy
maker is history.
For the first time, he is more
popular than she is. Significantly
so.
This isn't how it usually works.
First ladies traditionally float
near the top of America's mostadmired lists while their husbands soar and sink in the public's eye.
The Clintons have never fit the
traditional mold of first couples,
of course, but their political turnabouts have been dramatic by
any standard.
"There are a lot of allegations
about Hillary Clinton, and a
majority of Americans think it's
politically driven but nevertheless It's affected their attitudes,"

Siamese twins separated
Matthew Fordahl
The Associated Press
SAN DIEGO - The weaker of
two Siamese twins died Saturday, her heart too weak to
pump blood after surgeons
separated her from her infant
sister's chest and belly in an
extraordinary operation.
Sarahi Morales went into
cardiac arrest and died about
an hour and 35 minutes after
the surgery ended. Dr. John
Lambert i said.
Her 15-day-old sister, Sarah,
still has an excellent chance of
survival, Lamberti said.
"This is a bittersweet victory
because I was hopeful we could
have both babies survive," said
Lamberti, a heart specialist
who participated in the operation at Children's Hospital San
Diego.
The five-hour surgery was
considered risky from the
start. Doctors cut three blood
vessels that ran through the
band of skin connecting the
twins, and disconnected their
joined livers.
"Everybody tried real hard,"
Lamberti said. "It's exciting to
be on the frontiers of medicine
and do it well. Sometimes the
decks are stacked."

said pollster Andrew Kohut of
the Pew Research Center. "Some
of this is sticking. In fact, a fair
amount of it is sticking, at least
for now."
An activist, Mrs. Clinton often
has been a lightning rod for criticism. Many people think the
president made a mistake by giving her such a big role, thus exposing her to attacks. After getting knocibd around in the bruising fight over health care, she retreated to a more traditional first
lady role following the Republican election sweep in 1994. It
helped her, temporarily.
"Her high point in public approval was at her low point in
public visibility in late October
of last year, when she was quietly
writing her book," Kohut said. At
the time, 58 percent of Americans approved of what she was
doing.
Since then, with questions
swirling about her role in the
White House travel office firings
and the Whitewater controversy,
Mrs. Clinton's approval rating
has dropped precipitously to 42
percent.
In Newsweek's latest national
poll, conducted Thursday and
Friday, 56 percent of those surveyed said Mrs. Clinton has hurt
her husband's presidency. An
April 1994 Newsweek poll
showed just the opposite - 51
percent said she had helped.
Campaigning last week in New
Hampshire, Mrs. Clinton spoke
of her life as first lady. "Some
days it feels good.and other days
it is kind of hard," she said. "The
political climate in our country

Pre.

Doctors at Children's Hospital in San Diego attempted to surgically separate Siamese twins Saturday. The girls were connected at the belly and chest

Nurses and technicians left
the surgery cheering, but appeared grim at a news conference a short time later. A reporter asked whether both
twins survived, and one of the
doctors answered that Sarahi
died.
"I was very happy the two
made it out of the operating
room," said Dave Skillin, a

the right-hand lane."
Witnesses told authorities that
Pileggi was standing in the road
waving his cane. Three tractortrailers narrowly missed him. A
car behind the third truck struck
and killed him.
The Pileggis had been married
18 months when he fell 30 feet
from a scaffold. The accident affected his ability to see and re-

See CLINTONS, page fix.

Blalr Sadler, president and
chief executive officer of Children's Hospital.
Sarahi was the weaker of the
twins since they were born Jan.
12. She was bom with a heart
defect, although an improvement in her heart rate occurred when doctors disconnected a blood vessel joining
her to her twin.

JURY

TRAGIC
Continued from page four.

cardiovascular technician. "I
had a feeling they weren't going to."
The parents, Miguel Morales
and Maria Espinoza, were told
after the surgery that Sarahi's
condition was grave. The parents were present when doctors tried to resuscitate her.
"At the moment the loss is
clearly overwhelming," said

member as well as other functions including appetite control.
Pileggi was the first disabled
worker hired at Inland Finishing
Co. in Sunbury, whicn applies finishing coats to pots and skillets.
He loaded pans into fixtures
that took them through a coating
process, said Michael Carter, Inland production manager.
"He was running 22 pans a
minute," Carter said. "He
worked great here."

Continued from page three.

Both are first-degree misdemeanors with maximum senreport it. Prosecutors said law- tences of six months in jail and a
makers and lobbyists tried to $1,000 fine for individuals or a
avoid disclosure by breaking $5,000 fine for corporations.
payments into multiple $500
Any lawmaker convicted of rechecks.
Lobbyists and lawmakers ceiving improper compensation
could face charges of paying or also faces removal from office.
receiving Illegal compensation Under state law, those convicted
and falsification for filing er- of the charge are banned from
roneous financial disclosure state elected office or state employment for seven years.
states.
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1996 SPRING FRATERNITY RUSH
DON'T MISS YOUR
CHANCE TO CHECK OUT
BGSU'S FRATERNITES ON
THESE UPCOMING RUSH
DATES:

ONDAY
Jan. 29th: 7:30-9:30

TUESDAY
Jan. 30th: 7:30-9:30
EXPERIENCE THE THRILL
OF COMPETITIVE SPORTS,
EXCITING SOCIAL EVENTS,
AND STRONG
BROTHERHOOD!!

YOU HA VEN1 LIVED UNTIL YOU'VE LIVED 6REEK...

GO GREEK!!!
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KAPPA ALPHA ORDER
"Who me

I'll never join a fraternity."

Many of our members said this when they first went to
college, but then they looked at all the benefits
Kappa Alpha can offer!
Our fraternity is seeking goal-oriented students who
are interested in leadership positions and selfimprovement. While working to establish the
fraternity, members will literally be creating their
own traditions. Opportunities for leadership and
growth are unlimited.
The membership education program of this chapter
is built around these areas: scholarship, leadership,
community service, personal development and
campus involvement. We seek men who have the
highest standards in these areas and who desire to
associate with like-minded men. The challenges of a
new chapter are formidable, but the benefits are
numerous. If you are interested in a challenging and
rewarding experience, then we invite you to take a
serious look at the newest organization on campus Kappa Alpha Order.

Come build the future with us!
Rush Events
Monday January 29,1996
Tuesday, January 30,1996
7:00 - 9:00 p.m. Kohl Hall Locked Lounge
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SWAT team captures millionaire
NEWTOWN SQUARE, Pa. ■ SWAT team members captured
an heir to the du Pont chemical
fortune Sunday as he stepped
outside his mansion to fix his
heat, ending a 48-hour standoff
that started with a top wrestler's
murder.
John E. du Pont, who had been
without heat since police cut off
his boiler system Friday night,
told negotiators he was leaving
his house, said Lt. John Francis
of Springfield Township police.
He did not carry one of the
many weapons he kept on his
800-acre estate. No one was Injured in the capture.
"His intent was to make repairs to the boilers because he
was without heat," Francis said.
"Within a few moments, our
SWAT teams were on the location
and they made a capture."
Police, who had cleared the entrance to the estate hours earlier,
picked up du Pont at his 800-acre
estate about 3:30 p.m. and took
him to the police station for arraignment.
He arrived kneeling in a black
van, his hands handcuffed behind
him. Wearing a jacket advertising his world-class wrestling
center and team, Foxcatcher, and
running tights, du Pont looked
dazed as an officer grabbed him
by the handcuffs and lifted him
out of the van.
"He gave up peacefully," Lt.
Lee Hunter said.
The capture ended a standoff
that police said began Friday
afternoon with du Pont shooting
Dave Schultz, a wrestler living
on du Font's 800-acre estate.
From the beginning, police insisted on negotiating instead of
attacking for their own safety:

Musician bequests
bulk of estate to
federal government
1926 graduating class at
Flushing High School.
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. - WalBy the time he graduated in
lace Magnanl lived so frugally 1930 with a piano degree from
he refused to fix the plumbing what is now The Juilliard
in his majestic 70-year-old School, Magnani was so broke
home and wore tattered, gru- he couldn't pay his final $40
bby clothes.
tuition bill, the school said. He
But he was magnanimous in repaid the debt In 1977 -$290
death leaving $500,000 - the plus interest, he calculated
bulk of his estate - to help re- and sent the school a thankduce the federal debt.
you note.
"He felt the federal
His gratitude to the federal
government saved his life dur- government stemmed from
ing the Depression when he similar dire straits. A friend,
was in need," said Robert J. Gordon Strickland, said New
Owen, Magnani's executor. Deal money once kept Mag"He wanted to give something nani from becoming homeless.
back."
He also was thankful that
With the national debt the government took him into
already around $4.9 trillion, the U.S. Army even in the
Magnani's gift won't go far. middle of World War II. He
But it's nice anyway, said Pete was drafted in 1942 and disHollenbach, spokesman for charged In 1945.
the federal Bureau of Public
"He told me that when he
Debt.
went Into the military, he
"It isn't the size of the gift didn't have 20 cents in his
that matters," he said.
pocket, and he was hungry,"
Living Americans have do- Strickland said. "He said they
nated $53 million to help re- gave him a ham sandwich and
duce the national debt since he started to cry."
1961, Hollenbach said. Fewer
Although Magnani had
than a dozen have put Uncle dreamed of being a concert
Sam in their will.
pianist, he made his living for
Many, like Magnani, are many years as a piano tuner,
Depression survivors or im- living in Hollywood for at
migrants who want to repay least 25 years, Owen said.
their country, Hollenbach
Friends said he spent his
said.
days at a 1910 baby grand
Magnanl, who died in Oc- piano, beautifully playing the
tober at age 88, was the son of most difficult compositions
an Italian-American violinist works by Chopin and Franz
and grew up in New York. He Liszt's transcriptions of Pawas the valedictorian of the ganini.
The Associated Press

Jim Grahun/The AiMcUrt d Prrti
Police and media meet outside the suburban Philadelphia estate of John E. du Pont in Newtown Square,
Pa. Police say du Pont shot and killed 1984 Olympic gold medal wrestler Dave Shultz.
Du Font's prowess with weapons
approaches Olympic-level
marksmanship and he had an extensive arsenal that at least at
one time included an armored
personnel carrier.
Negotiations that started early
Saturday broke off at 9 p.m. at du
Font's request for sleep and then
resumed about 9:30 a.m. Sunday.
The standoff capped a longtime slide Into despair for the
57-year-old du Pont, according to

wrestlers, acquaintances and
relatives.
They said du Font's increasingly erratic behavior included
drug and alcohol abuse and a
penchant for carrying weapons
on his estate, almost as if he expected an attack.
After ending contact at 9 p.m.,
police saw du Pont walking
through his mansion - a replica
of James Madison's Montpelier
in Virginia - at midnight.

Officers cut off du Font's heat
Friday night but decided to keep
other utilities connected and rejected the idea of attacking while
du Pont slept In hopes the situation could end peacefully, Hunter
said.

spokeswoman, charged that Mrs.
Clinton Is a victim of Republican
attacks designed to hurt the
president. "They will try to run a
personally negative campaign
against them - against her - as a
way of getting at him," Lewis
said.

ally agreed to a seven-year timetable, with the savings measured
by the GOP-preferred Congressional Budget Office.

"Strong liberals may feel that
he's caved too much," Hargrove
said. "That would be a misperception of the task, which Is that
he's got to appeal to the center if
he's going to outflank the Republicans. A winner has to hit the
middle. I think he's doing lt."

A retired FBI negotiator who
lives in the area joined the negotiations but police rejected dozens of other offers ~ from VletSee DUFONT, page wven.

CLINTONS
Continued from page five.

today is kind of difficult"
Vanderbilt University political
scientist Erwin Hargrove mused
about the uncertainties facing
Mrs. Clinton. "If she were indicted by a grand jury, that would
be incredible. It would be bizarre, extraordinary. I don't
know how the political system
would cope with that"
Ann Lewis, Clinton's campaign

At the same time, Clinton
scored points against Republicans by painting them as threats
to Medicare and Medicald, education and the environment.

Starting with a budget that
proposed $200-biliion deficits as
"It seems to be working," politfar as the eye could see, Clinton
signed on to the Republican idea ical scientist Hargrove said of
of a balanced budget and eventu- Clinton's strategy.
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Have you gone

INTO THE STREETS
lately?

-

If not, then, asf^someoni who has about itl

Julie Arnold
Susan Baker
April Balser
Jim Barber
Andera Bees
Mary Bindis
Michelle Blackwood
Mike Blackwood
Annemarie Boarman
Lysa Bowen
John Burke
Nikki Carpenter
'Katie Carroll
Rob Cirino
Brenden Clarke
Bess Clickinger
Amanda Cook
ToddCoy
Melinda Dials
Greg Dierkis
Anna Duell
•Erin Fagan
Kristen Floyd
'Sieve Floyd
Nikki Ford
Amy Fortkamp
Sunny Fross
Anthony Gandolfi
Jennifer Gankin
Jennifer Gleason

.

Christine Gillies
Kathy Harrison
'Martha Hartenstein
Betsy Hauptman
Jamie Hein
'Jane Herder
Sara Hoam
Robert Hollis
Brenda Howard
Melissa Hunt
Shelly Janesz
Jennifer Justus
Nick Kadel
Litsa Kantzios
Stephen Kell
Jennifer Kelley
Nicole King
Todd Kleismit
Allison Klink
Nick Kodel
Kim Kuban
Julie Locke
Victoria Lowe
Cynthia Lowe
Libby Lunz
Jodi Magato
Tricia McCioskey
'Michele McLaughlin
Kim Mileti
Jameson Miller

Gerry Muir
Emily Pfleghaar
Andrea Poulson
Wendy Prater
Terra Proctor
Theresa Rundle
Kyle Russ
'Erin Ryan
Tracey Sheffer
Indajeet Singh
Katy Slattery
Theo Soufflas
"Krista Spence
Jessy Sponsler
Amy Takacs
'Merryl Taylor
Staci Vandette

Angel Varvaro
Mark Vontroba
Jack Walker
Liz Weckman
Erica Wentz
Shawn West
Jana Wochrmya
Kristen Woods
Heather Woudin

* denotes executive board member

Come to our first meeting of the semester, Tuesday
at 9:00 P.M. in the Taft Room, 3rd floor Union.
Free Food and Drinks!
•iVICE -COMMUNITY SERVICE -COMMUNITY SERVICE -COMMUNI1 Y SI HVIC1

If that is true, lt doesn't appear
to be working. There is no sign
that Clinton has been hurt by the
controversy over his wife, pollster Kohut said. In fact, the
president is on a winning streak,
with an approval rating of SO
percent or more.
Moreover, after a rollercoaster series of victories and
defeats throughout his presidency, Clinton raised $26 million
last year for his re-election campaign and scared off any Democratic challenge.

Secret service reviews
virtual reality killer
Ban Dobbin
The Associated Press

ROCHESTER, N.Y. - The Secret Service found some time to
visit a computer artist who gets a
rush out of making celebrities'
heads "explode."

you want to explode, paint in
some fake blood and there you
go!" Burford said Friday.
Not everyone gets the Joke.
Two Secret Service agents
snowed up at Burford's workplace, Virtual Visions Inc., and
asked him to come down to headquarters for a little chat.

Daniel Burford, 22, selects
photographs of famous people he
"They asked me if I'd ever
dislikes - Rush Limbaugh, Bob
Dole, Boris Yeltsin, Bill Gates owned a gun, how I felt about
and Tom Hanks - and blows Bob Dole, If I'd ever been in a
them up on his World Wide Web mental hospital," Burford said.
"I guess they decided I wasn't a
page in comic-book fashion.
security threat."
"Chop out the parts of the head
His exploding heads Hall of
Fame, indexed under both "tasteless humor" and "political
humor," attracted 10,000 browsers a day when lt first appeared
In December and draws about
4,000 to 5,000 now, he said.
"I've gotten e-mail from some
people saying it's too liberal, that
I should be more of an equal opportunity offender," Burford
said, who is thinking of offering
BUI Clinton's head for detonation. "After that State of the
Union address, yeah, I think I
might'*
The web page address la
http-J/www.w.com/(tllde)gilmor
e/head7

TLitoto g

starts with a
professional
Family
management team!

Make Your Search Easy with Newlove Rentals:
Special Benefits:
**■ No parental guarantee
"*" Professional management
•" Full time maintenance service
»" Recyclable bins available
Check out these apartments:
843 Sixth St.
. 725 Ninth St.
228 S. College
Ill 1/2 S, Main
801 Fifth St.
709 Fifth St.
309 High St.
117 1/2 N. Main
320 Elm St.
803 Fifth St.
824 Sixth St.
Stop by our only office at 328 S. Main and
pick up our weekly updated rental brochure
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Judge questions
treatment of
Chicago juveniles
Sarah Nordgren
The Associated Press
CHICAGO - The children,
barely as tall as the judge's
bench, stand In court as convicted killers.
Because a 5-year-old wouldn't
steal candy for them, they dangled him out a 14th-story window
and dropped him to his death.
Now, the wrenching question
facing a judge th^s week is
whether these youngsters - now
12 and 13 - should be locked up
in jail with other criminals or
placed in a treatment center.
It's an issue other states face
as well, as the face of crime
grows younger and meaner, and
courts are left to sort the fates of
children who commit grown-up
offenses.
"You ask cops, you ask the
courts - people are seeing more
and more of these kids," Jess
McDonald, the head of Illinois'
child welfare agency, said.
Crime statistics back him up.
Between 1990 and 1994, the latest
year figures were available, the
FBI reported the arrests of children 14 and under for murder
and non-negligent manslaughter
increased from 283 to 379.
Under a new Illinois law, the
Department of Children and
Family Services may transfer
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youngsters ages 10 to 13 to the
state's corrections department
But when it did so with these two
boys, juvenile court Judge Carol
Kelly balked, saying flatly she
did not believe the welfare department's contention that none
of its facilities were appropriate.
For a week, Kelly has heard
testimony from bureaucrats and
experts on what to do with the
boys. That hearing was scheduled to continue Monday.
At their trial last fall, the boys
were sentenced to Indefinite
state custody. Kelly has said the
boys will be confined for no more
than 10 years.
The two boys were 11 and 12
when they dropped Eric Morse to
his death on Oct. 13, 1994, at a
public housing project Prosecutors said the boys were angry
because Eric had gotten them In
trouble with their mothers and
wouldn't steal candy for them.
By all accounts, the two boys
did not lead storybook lives.
They grew up poor, in a hardluck pocket of South Side Chicago. Both are of limited Intelligence and had numerous runins with police.
But experts are mixed on what
should happen to them. If placed
in the care of corrections, the
boys likely would be sent to a
locked institution.

Officer embroiled
in harassment case
held off on confirming him by
unanimous consent. That indicates that one or more senators
WASHINGTON - Two months objected to his confirmation.
after President Clinton forced
Clinton asked for Adm. Richthe commander of U.S. forces in
the Pacific to resign after mak- ard Macke's resignation as Paciing an insensitive remark about a fic commander last November
rape case, the officer appointed after Macke told reporters that
to fill that slot is embroiled In a three U.S. servicemen charged
sexual harassment controversy. with raping a 12-year-old
The Senate late Friday with- Japanese girl on Okinawa should
held confirmation of Adm. have hired a prostitute instead.
Joseph Prueher to the post just
The Senate did confirm Air
hours after he voiced regrets
about his handling of a 1989 sex- Force Gen. Joseph Ralston as
ual harassment case in which a vice chairman of the Joint Chiefs
female midshipman at the U.S. of Staff, the military's No. 2 post.
Naval Academy was chained to a
Prueher, then commandant of
urinal by male classmates.
While the Senate Armed Ser- midshipmen, said he told the
vices Committee endorsed the father of the young woman In the
promotion of Prueher, now vice Naval Academy Incident that she
chief of naval operations, to Paci- appeared to be smiling in phofic commander, the full Senate tographs taken by her assailants.
John Diamond
The Associated Press

Bowled over

Jeremy Hazzard, 9, of Fort Plain, N. Y., grimaces as he gets his first bowl haircut of the new year.

Vietnam veteran sentenced to prison
KathyWIIhelm
The Associated Press
HAIPHONG, Vietnam - A
Vietnam War veteran who said
he returned to Vietnam to live In
peace was sentenced to five
years in prison today for bringing weapons, banned videotapes
and books into the country.
Everett Sennholz, 45, was arrested last August when a 30-caliber Savage rifle was found in a
shipment of his household goods
In this port 90 miles southeast of
Hanoi. Vietnamese officials
called the rifle a military
weapon, but Sennholz maintained
it was used only for hunting.
The conviction comes at a sensitive time as Vietnam tries to

Serviceman arrested in Southeast Asia
open its economy to the outside
world. Communist conservatives
have objected to creeping
Western influence, inspiring a
crackdown on "cultural poison."
The case has alarmed foreigners in Vietnam because
Sennholz appeared to have
naively shipped his rifle, as well
as books and videos considered
normal personal possessions In
the West.
"His act has violated national
security," said Judge Nguyen
Van Canh as he read the prepared verdict
Sennholz, standing before the
judge, appeared shaken by the

Clinton prepares tosign discharge bill
charged would retain their full
medical and dental benefits. The
measure Is now on Clinton's desk
WASHINGTON - A newly as part of the $265 billion 1996
passed bill requiring the dis- defense authorization bill passed
charge of service members with Friday evening by the Senate on
the AIDS virus drew fire from a 56-34 vote.
Congress and AIDS advocacy
Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga, ranking
groups as Clinton prepares to Democrat on the Senate Armed
sign the measure into law.
Services Committee, decried the
Critics challenged administra- HIV discharge policy despite his
tion assertions that those dis- overall support for the defense
John Diamond
The Associated Press

DUPONT
coach at du Pont's 57-year-old du Pont, according to
14,000-square-foot Foxcatcher wrestlers, acquaintances and
relatives.
nam vets, relatives, friends and that police said began Friday
psychologists - for help. Hunter afternoon with du Pont shooting
They said du Pont's Increassaid.
Dave Schultz, a wrestler living ingly erratic behavior included
In the 1970s, du Pont served as on du Pont's 800-acre estate.
drug and alcohol abuse and a
an honorary member of the
From the beginning, police in- penchant for carrying weapons
police force, even teaching sisted on negotiating instead of on his estate, almost as If he exmarksmanship to officers at a attacking for their own safety: pected an attack.
high-tech indoor shooting range Du Pont's prowess with weapons
After ending contact at 9 p.m.,
he later disassembled.
approaches Olympic-level police saw du Pont walking
Hunter denied the connection marksmanship and he had an ex- through his mansion - a replica
played any role in the depart- tensive arsenal that at least at of James Madison's Montpelier
ment's decision against attack- one time included an armored in Virginia — at midnight.
ing.
personnel carrier.
Negotiations that started early
"Contact with our department
or vice a versa, that was several, Saturday broke of f at 9 p.m. at du
several years ago," he said. "We Pont's request for sleep and then
are professional police officers." resumed about 9:30 a.ra. Sunday.
The standoff capped a longSchultz, who won an Olympic
gold medal in 1984, worked as a time slide Into despair for the
Continued from page tin.

Officers cut off du Pont's heat
Friday night but decided to keep
other utilities connected and rejected the idea of attacking while
du Pont slept in hopes the situation could end peacefully, Hunter
said.

g
MONDAY
S OPEN 4:30-7 PM

Bowl-n-Greenery

years in the military who has the
AIDS virus and whose wife and
two children also have the virus.
"He will lose his employment,
lose his retirement potential, lose
his access to medical care,"
Nunn said.
The White House presented a
brighter picture for those discharged.
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Friday, Feb. 2-Sunday, Feb. 4z
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Bursarable
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Sign-up in the UAO office Today!
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If you're stuck with a student loan thafs not
in default, the Army might pay it off.

Committee Meeting Times

If you qualify, well reduce your debt—up
to $55,000. Payment is either ft of the
debt or $ 1,500 for each year of service,
whichever is greater.

Monday 8 p.m.
Campus Films
Tuesday 9 p.m.
Campus Sales
Contemporary Issues
Monday 9:15 p.m.
Monday 8 p.m.
Cultural Awareness
Monday 9 p.m.
Games
Monday 8 p.m.
Homecoming '96
Monday 7 p.m.
Mini-Courses
Tuesday 7:30 p.m.
Outdoor Recreation
Tuesday 8:30 p.m.
Performing Arts
Tuesday 5:30 p.m.
Publications
Tuesday 7 p.m.
Public Relations
Monday 9 p.m.
Publicity
Wednesday 8 p.m.
Special Events
Thursday 7 pjn.
Spotlight Entertainment
Tuesday 7:30 p.m.
Travel
Call the UAO office for meeting places @ 2-2343

You'll also have training in a choice
of skills and enough self-assurance
to last you the rest of your life.
Get all the details from your
Army Recruiter.

352-7541
All Meal Cards Accepted!

bill. Nunn contrasted bis opposition to the new discharge to his
earlier efforts to block gays from
serving in the military.
"We're talking about punitive
actions. We're talking about action that does not make sense
from any point of view," Nunn
said.
Nunn listed several cases that
have come to his attention, including that of an enlistee with 13

A retired FBI negotiator who
lives in the area joined the negotiations but police rejected dozens of other offers — from Vietnam vets, relatives, friends and
psychologists - for help, Hunter
said.

WE'LL ERASE YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.

gww™™^

sentence.
A self-employed tax consultant
from Puyallup, Wash., Sennholz
said he had visited Vietnam five
times since 1992 and was planning to marry a Vietnamese
woman, settle in Haiphong and
teach English. He said he had
served in the Vietnam War as an
Army weapons specialist, but
gave no further details.
Sennholz, who was not handcuffed, stood at the bar in a blueand-white striped prison uniform
numbered T306. His head was
shaved, apparently his normal
practice.
He put up a spirited defense

during a four-hour morning session in Haiphong People's Court,
but pleaded for mercy after the
prosecutor recommended prison.
"Your honor, I made a mistake
I want to apologize to the people
of Vietnam and the people and
city of Haiphong," Sennholz said.
Under the Vietnamese system
the defendant does not present a
case, but responds to questions
from the judge. No defense witnesses are called.
Sennholz had said he didn't
want a Vietnamese lawyer and
would speak for himself. The
court provided two translators.
The Vietnamese let two U.S.
diplomats and 10 international
journalists attend, but none were
allowed to talk to Sennholz.

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN
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Airman charged with raping girl in Okinawa Britain
held
secret
arms
EricTilmidge
The Associated Press

TOKYO - A U.S. airman has
been charged with raping a
14-year-old American girl on
Okinawa, undercutting the military's claim that an earlier rape
of an Okinawan schoolgirl was an
isolated Incident.
Two U.S. Marines and a sailor
are on trial for the Sept. 4 rape of
the Japanese girl, which provoked a furor among Okinawans
and widespread demftids for the
withdrawal of American troops.
A few weeks after the 12-yearold Okinawan girl was raped, the
U.S. military held a "day of reflection," and canceled normal

training so servicemen could
discuss relations with the local
community and good behavior.
But if the latest charges announced Friday are true, the
message didn't get through.
Senior Airman Anthony T. Williams Jr., of San Antonio, Texas,
has been charged with rape and
indecent acts with a female
under the age of 16, adultery and
providing alcohol to minors, according to Kadena Air Base
spokeswoman Lt. Tania Dutko.
Dutko said the rape allegedly
occurred on base after a party
Dec. 2, and the victim was a
14-year-old daughter of another
Air Force serviceman. The case
was first publicized Wednesday

in the military newspaper Pacific
Stars and Stripes, and was confirmed by the U.S. Air Force on
Friday.
If Williams goes to court he
will be tried under the U.S. military system because the alleged
rape occurred on a base and involved an American victim. If
convicted, he would go to an
American prison.
The three servicemen accused
of raping the Okinawan girl are
being tried in a Japanese court
because the assault took place
off-base. Closing arguments are
scheduled for Monday and a verdict is expected next month.
Because the case against Williams did not involve any

Japanese, it has been all but ignored by the media, while local
opponents of the bases have not
picked up on the new case to further their cause.
There was no mention of it in
national newspapers Saturday
morning, though papers did
carry accounts of a Friday night
meeting between U.S. Ambassador Walter Mondale and Prime
Minister Ryutaro Hashimoto.
Hashimoto reportedly asked
Mondale's help in reducing the
number of troops on Okinawa,
most likely to other bases in
Japan.
Interest on Okinawa has largely turned away from the details
of the ongoing rape trial toward

President Clinton's April 16-18
visit. During that visit, Clinton
and Hashimoto are expected to
agree on a plan to streamline U.S.
facilities on Okinawa.

Though American military
leaders have repeatedly characterized the September rape as an
isolated incident, reports of
crime involving military personnel on Okinawa are frequent.

American servicemen have
been accused of three rapes
since the assault on the Okinawa
girl, including the rape blamed
on Williams. No charges have
been filed in the other two assaults.

Columbian leader politically India test-fires
damaged by drug charges ballistic missile
The Associated Press

Chris Torchla
The Associated Press

BOGOTA - His support fraying because of charges that he
financed his candidacy with
drug money, President Ernesto
Samper is still in power because the most influential
actors in Colombia's crisis
have not moved against him.
Despite a clamor of popular
protest, the country's military
and business leaders and the
United States have largely remained silent amid mounting
evidence that Samper actively
sought drug money for his 1994
campaign.
If it becomes clear the crisis
will seriously damage the
economy, however, they could
break their silence.
Samper, who denies he took
millions of dollars from the

The AisocUted Prci*

Columbian president Ernesto Samper, second from left, is
greeted by supporters after commemorating the 200th anniversary of Policarpa, a heroine who defended the city of Guadus
from invaders.
Call cocaine cartel, still counts
on a small but influential circle
of politicians whose future is
tied to his own.
They include Interior Minister Horacio Serpa, who is
championing Samper's plan to
hold a referendum to decide
his fate.

An array of congressmen
from the ruling Liberal Party,
some also suspected of drug
corruption, are also holding the
line. At least 10 state governors
and mayors issued statements
Saturday supporting the president.

NEW DELHI, India - India today test-fired a ballistic missile
despite Western criticism that it
could be used to carry nuclear
weapons.
The missile, a longer-range
version of the short-range
Prithva missile, was launched at
a testing site in eastern Orissa
state. United News of India reported.
India's ambitious missile development program has been
criticized by the West because
experts say the missiles could be
fitted with nuclear warheads.
India conducted a nuclear test
in 1974, and last month The New
York Times quoted U.S. intelligence sources as saying India
appeared to be planning a second
nuclear test. India denied the report.
The Los Angeles Times report-

ed earlier this month that the
United States will cut off virtually all economic aid, military aid,
loans and other assistance if India conducts a nuclear test.
India has refused to sign the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty, saying it needs to keep
the nuclear option open because
of uneasy relations with Pakistan
and China, which both have nuclear capability. India has said it
needs new ballistic missiles to
counter Pakistan's purchase of
missiles from China
The short-range version of the
Prithvi travels about 95 miles
and could reach many cities in
Pakistan.

United News did not give the
range of the new version, but
called it a "longer range variant." Earlier reports have indicated that the original Prithvi
could be modified to extend its
range by another 60 miles.

The Associated Press

LONDON -- Britain said
Saturday it held secret
stockpiles of arms in Austria during the 1950s and
1960s in case it was necessary to repel a Soviet attempt to seize the country.
The disclosure came one
week after the United
States said it had hidden
about 80 weapons caches,
some of which apparently
still exist, intended for use
by Austrian anticommunist forces.
The British weapons
were put in place with the
consent of the Austrian
government and removed
in the 1960s, according to a
Foreign Office spokesman
speaking on condition of
anonymity.
The Foreign Office would
not say what types of
weapons were in the arms
caches or how many there
were before an agreement
was reached to remove allied troops who were in
Austria for 10 years after
the end of World War II.
Austria was occupied and
divided into American,
Russian, British and French
sectors until independence
was restored in May 1955.

SENIORS,
YOU'RE
OUT
OF THE 1996 KEY
Senior Section if
you miss this week's
Portrait session.

CALL 372-8086
To schedule your sitting at 28 West Hall.
0
Free Pizzas will be given to first 200 to sign up. ™xs£ UNION

STATE UNIVERSITY
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COWBOYS WIN
Dallas
iPittsburgh

27
17

SUPER
BOWL
XXX

Two Larry Brown INT's
curb Steeler comeback

The Associated Press
TEMPE, Ariz. - Those llmoridin' glamour boys from Dallas
backed up their bluster, but
barely.
And they can thank one of their
least glamorous players, Larry
Brown for their third Super Bowl
victory In four years.
The Cowboys beat Pittsburgh
27-17 Sunday to extend the NFC's
streak of victories in the NFL's
showcase game to an even dozen.
And while Troy, Emmltt and
Michael all had their moments,
the biggest moment was reserved for Brown, the right corner-

back overshadowed by the spotlight on left corner, a guy named
Deion Sanders.
Brown came up with two interceptions at moments when Pittsburgh was Just about to take control of the game and was named
the Super Bowl's most valuable
player.
His 43-yard return In the third
quarter of Neil O'Donnell's pass
set up a 1-yard touchdown run by
Emmltt Smith that put Dallas up
20-7 after Pittsburgh, which fell
behind 13-0, seemed ready to
take the lead
Then, after Pittsburgh had
closed to 20-17 and had the ball

with four minutes left. Brown,
just as he did to seal the NFC title
game with Green Bay, made another Interception, returning it
34 yards to set up another Smith
TD run, this one of four yards.
Only then did the Cowboys and
coach Barry Switzer celebrate a
struggling Super Bowl victory
that capped a struggling season.
And the hugs In the end zone reflected relief more than the "inyour-face" braggadocio with
which the Cowboys faced Super
Bowl week.
Dallas controlled the first half,
with help from OTJonnell, the
Pittsburgh quarterback who was

high and outside most of the
time, even on his completions.
But while they scored on their
first two possessions, they could
convert those only into 13 points,
leaving the Steelers within striking range, even with O'Donnell
struggling so much.
Then the Steelers, as they have
so often, scored in the last two
minutes, turning it into a 13-7
game.
But while the Dallas offense
fizzled, the defense didn't, particularly Brown, who Joined
Miami's Jake Scott 13 years ago
as the only other defensive back
to win a Super Bowl MVP trophy.

Believe it: BG 6, Michigan 5
Falcon icers buck the odds,
shock visiting Wolverines
Christian Pelusl
The BG News
Michigan's John Madden sUd
the puck past a sprawling Mike
Savard on a rebound shot at
13:06 of the third period, tying
the score at five and bringing
the Wolverines back from a
two-goal deficit Saturday night.
"Here we go again," some of
the players may have thought,
considering the Falcons had not
beaten Michigan since Feb. 8,
1992, a span of 12 games. All
six of the Falcons seniors had
never defeated the Wolverines
in their four-year careers.
But three of those seniors
made sure that Michigan would
not leave the Ice Arena with
yet another win.
Senior forward Jeff Herman
created space along the right
sideboards and hit senior
center Mike Hall cutting to the
slot Hall decked Michigan
goaltender Marty Turco to the
ice and dumped the puck behind him before being tripped
to the Ice.
Senior left wing Jason Clark
received the other assist as the
Falcons went on to defeat the
Michigan Wolverines 6-5 be-

"I've played against
[Michigan] for four
years now, and I'd
really had enough of
it.'
Quinn Fair
Falcon defenseman
fore an energetic and vocal sellout crowd of 5,009, the third
largest attendence In school
history.
Hall's emotions after the
game were emblematic of the
team's after beating the No. 3
team in the nation and more
importantly, their nemesis.
"It was great," said Hall
about scoring the game-winner.
"I've been here four years, and
we've been close a couple of
times, but we could never really do it, and tonight we were
Just really determined to get
this win.
"For me, being a senior and
my last time playing [Michigan] at home, to have that opportunity to get that game-

winning goal Is just a great
feeling."
The only person that seemed
more pleased for Hall was Falcon head coach Buddy Powers.
"I'm so happy for Mike Hall
right now, as a senior, in this
game, never having beat Michigan and to score the type of
goal he scored ... we needed
somebody to step up and score
a big goal, and Mike Hall did
that."
Powers also singled out
Herman, who filled In for right
wing Mike Johnson after Johnson left the game at 90S of the
first period after being hooked
by Michigan's BiU MuckalL
Herman responded with a goal
and an assist.
"[Herman] played his heart
out Scrappln' around in there
and doing some good things for
us," Powers said
Senior defenseman Quinn
Fair scored the opening goal of
the game at 5.08 of the first
period and was outstanding on
defense, matching the physical
Wolverines hit-for-hlt.
"I wanted to have a good
game tonight. I've played
See STUN, page ten.
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Michigan defenseman Andrew Berenzwelg Is challenged by Bowling Green's Jason Clark. The Falcons defeated the Wolverines on Saturday.

Falcons come full circle over weekend
Pat Murphy
The BG News

TU BG Ntw$U—m fkrrif

Michigan's Brendon Morrison looks to pass as BG's Mike Hall
defends.

Bowling Green ran the gamut
of emotions this weekend.
Friday night's sagging heads
and confused expressions were
replaced by smiles of satisfaction after
beating Michigan Saturday for the
first time
since 1992.
"Two opposite ends of
the spectrum," said
Falcon deHALLfenseman
Matt Eldred about the weekend. "But tonight it was just a
matter of coming out and beat-

arranaga keys win
Scott Brown
The BG News

.As a team, Bowling Green has
I better days than It had Saturday against Akron.
SBut for junior guard Jay Larranaga, Saturday was unparalleled.
Larranaga lit up the Zips for a
oareer-best 25 points, lifting the
Falcons out of a first half rut on
die way to a 70-51 victory before
2£79 at Anderson Arena.
;The Falcons remained In second place In the MAC with the
victory. They are now lf>6 overall and 5-3 In loop action. Akron
last its 12th straight, dipping to
3M3 overall and 0-8 In the MAC
.Bowling Green struggled
offensively coming out of the
gate, trailing 18-10 some IS
minutes Into the contest.
: Then It was Larranaga who lit

field against the Zips, Including
6-of-9 from beyond the 3-point
arc
Anthony Stacey had 21 points,
and Antonio Daniels added 13 for
the Falcons. David Tillls led Akron with 11 points.

the fire under the Falcons. He hit
three consecutive 3-pointers, all
from the right elbow, In a 70-se"Jay Larranaga dominated this
cond span as the Falcons jumped
game," said first-year Akron
ahead 19-18.
It was Larranaga again in the coach Dan Hipsher, a Bowling
second half, after the Zips had Green graduate. "He made big
clawed back into the lead, who bucket after big bucket in the
helped key a decisive 10-point second half when nobody else
could make a basket. I told our
run.
"I think I was kind of feeling kids after the game that is the
sorry for myself," said Larran- sign of a man. He was 2-for-16
aga, who was just 2-of-l6 from the other night on the road, and
the floor In Wednesday's loss to he came back here with all the
confidence In the world."
Ball State.
Larranaga played a big part in
"I thought about It and decided
to Just play and not worry about the deciding 8-0 run in the second
it. Once I hit a couple I started half. With the score 37-all. Stacey
feeling It."
See LARRANAGA, page ten.
Larranaga was 9-of-17 from'the
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ing them."
BG, 16-10-1 overall and 10-8-1
in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association, rebounded from Friday's overtime
loss to eighth place Miami to
down the number three ranked
team in the nation in front of
5,009 at the Ice Arena.
"We were pretty down In the
dumps this afternoon," said
Falcon head coach Buddy
Powers. "The guys responded.
They played hard and that's all
we can ask them to do is play
hard."
,
In the midst of a three game
losing streak, looming on a four
game losing streak, senior
Mike Hall scored an acrobatic
goal at 14:40 of the third period
to give the current senior class
their first ever win over the

Wolverines.
"I've been waiting for four
years for a win against these
guys," Hall said. "And after
last night losing to Miami this
was a big rebound win for us.
Definitely a confident win tonight for our team."
Hall's goal was his first in
three games and his first game
winner since Oct. 27.
"It was a great play by Jeff
Herman to get the puck down
low," Hall said about his goal.
"He fed me in the slot, and my
first reaction was to shoot but I
saw Turco come out and kind of
took the angle away so I just
cut across the net and tried to
get around him."
The Falcon upperclassmen
were at the forefront of the rebound. Along with Hall, Her-

man and defenseman Quinn
Fair played strong games.
Herman took the right wing on
Hall's line after Mike Johnson
suffered a sprained wrist.
Herman, who had two goals
coming into this weekend,
scored in both games this
weekend. Two of his four goals
this year have come against
Lake Superior State and Michigan.
"He played his heart out both
nights," Powers said. "He's
scraping around in there and
doing some good things for us."
: Fair said the coaches told
him to play more physical this
weekend. He responded with
crunching checks helping to
slow the darting Wolverine
See FALCONS, page elewn.

Women roll over Akron
Jimmy Yoha and Stave Wlldmia
The BG News
AKRON - The Bowling Green
women's basketball team Is finding their niche on offense.
And It is resembling a welloiled machine that MidAmerican Conference opponents
won't want to face down the
stretch of the season.
The Falcons exploded on the
number one-ranked defensive
team in the league, the Akron
Zips, for a 86-66 win athe JAR
Arena in Akron.
BG improves to 5-3 In the MAC
(9-7 overall), while Akron drops
to 4-4 in the conference and 10-5
overall.
Akron came out strong the first
half behind the use of their
powerful inside game and rebounding skills and grabbed a
31-21 lead with 5:37 remaining

/Wwo
WOMEN*

BASKET:

the first half. From there the Falcons went to 2-3 zone on defense
to counter the Zips' inside game
and Bowling Green went on a
17-4 tear to take a 39-35 lead at
the half.
"[Akron's inside players] were
coming from everywhere," said
BG forward Charlotte Jones.
"We went Into a 2-3 zone, and that
made it kind of easier for position."
Jones finished with a game
high 16 rebounds (15 defensive)
and IS points. Michelle Terry
added 11 points to help Jones out
In the paint.
"It made us stand around and
not execute," said Akron head
coach Mary Ann Grimes. "We

couldn't hit a Jumper - we were
just stagnate."
Behind the use of the zone, BG
was able to force Akron to hit
outside shots, and the Zips'
guards couldn't respond Akron's
top scorer Kelley Burner (13.5
ppg), was held scoreless on Oof -8
shooting.
"They packed It on Inside and
took our inside game away,"
Grimes said "They went 2-3, and
we stopped going inslde-outside
They put three people on the two
Inside and said you have to shoot
the ball outside, and we and
didnt shoot well."
Allan Peddicord led the Zips
down low hitting on S-of-9 field
goals for 14 points and eight rebounds. Jerilyn Cushing added 11
points and seven rebounds.
See WOMEN, page ten.
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LARRANAGA
The Falcons visit Miami on
Wednesday.

Continued from page nine,

put the Falcons up to stay with an
Inside drive at the 11:03 mark.
Falcon Notes
Larranaga followed with the
■ Saturday's game was a homecomclincher, another trey from the
right elbow to put the Falcons up ing for Akron coach Dan Hipsher, a
1977 Bowling Green grad.
five.
"That was fantastic," Hipsher said of
The Falcon guard then added the homecoming. "I got to see a lot of
an exclamation point with a fast people before the game that I haven't
break bucket and foul, courtesy seen in a long time. It was great. The
of a beautiful full-court assist game was the worst part."
from Stacey.
■ Sophomore Dayon Ninkovic reAkron never got closer than six
turned to the starting lineup for the Falpoints the rest of the way.
cons. He had four points and four reDaniels had seven assists and bounds in 23 minutes of action.
Stacey had five for the Falcons,
who received a big boost from
■ Junior Jacque Rodgers. a wide
the bench - particularly in the receiver on the Falcon football team,
form of walk-ons Josh Witten- worked out for 45 minutes with the bassoldner and Howard Chambers. ketball team on Friday. BG coach Jim
The two combined to play 38 Larranaga said after the game that
minutes with no turnovers and Rodgers will return for practice on
Monday, and could conceiveably join
three assists.
team's roster.
"Howard and Josh have slowly theThe
Falcons are playing two short,
gained confidence in them- with guards DeMar Moore and Shane
selves," said BG head coach Jim Komives having been ruled academiLarranaga. "I know their team- cally ineligible for the spring semester.
mates have [gained confidence in
Both Moore and Komives were on
the Falcon sideline Saturday, cheering
them]."
The pair's minutes became In- on their teammates. A sign spotted in
creasingly crucial when Daniels the stands read "Say It Ain't So, Ko" in
was forced to sit in the second reference to Komives.
half with foul trouble. Chambers
even stroked a 3-pointer at the BOWLING GREEN 70, AKRON 51
game's 6:22 mark, after the Zips AKRON (3-13)
had closed back within six.
Philip* 3« 2-2 8. Moore 1-4 0-2 2, An"I think Josh and Howard, drick 3-6 1-3 7. Covert 3-10 1-2 10. Kart
when we lost Antonio - that could 2-10 4-4 9. Qooden 0-4 0-0 0, Cat/on 1-3
have killed us right there," Jay 0-1 2, Tilis 4-8 0-0 11. Johnson 1-30-0 2.
0-00 Totals 18 55 8 14 51
Larranaga said. "But they both Stanek0-1
BOWLING GREEN (10-«)
came in and did a great job runCowan 0-2 1-2 1, Stacey 10-14 1-2 21,
ning the offense and playing Ninkovic 2-3 04) 4, Daniels 5-113-4 13.
great defense. Howard hitting Larranaga 9-17 1-2 25. Wittensoldner 0 0
that three was just icing on the 1-2 1, Chambers 1-2 0-0 3. Holmes 0-1
2-2 2. Orespo 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 27-50 9-14
cake."
The Falcons rebounded after a 70.
horrendous first half which saw
Halttime - Bowling Green 24, Akron 24.
them score just two points in the 3-point goals - Akron 7-19 (Covert 3-5,
game's first six minutes. That Tiit 3-6. Kart 1-6. Gooden 0-1, Stanek
basket, even, came from Stacey 0-1). Bowling Green 7-15 (Larranaga 6-9,
Chambers 1-2, Daniels 0-3, Stacey 0-1).
off the opening tip.
Fouled Out - Andrick Rebounds - Akron
"We were really out of sync the 31
(Moore, Andrick 6), Bowling Green 37
first half," Daniels said.
(Stacey 12). Assists - Akron 12 (Tillis,
Stacey had a dozen rebounds Kart, Andrick 3), Bowling Green 16 (Danfor the Falcons, who outboarded iels 7). Total fouls - Akron 18, Bowling
the Zips 37-31.
Green 19. A--2,279.

Track teams fall at Kent Invite
Orange, but the coaches remain upbeat.
"We had a very good meet.
Kent State did very well, but I
feel with all our runners
healthy we could beat Kent
State," said women's coach
Steve Price. "I felt we had a
better performance than we
did last week, although the
points may not show it."
Men's coach Sid Sink also accentuated the positive. "We
had a lot of good performances,
but only two champions. Rah'Sheen Clay was a blight point.
In the first race he ran he
broke the school record."
Last week. Clay false started
In his first race, the 400
meters, so this was, in effect,
his first race. Despite Clay's
school record breaking performance at 47.8, Kent State's
Mark Graham ran a blistering
47.0 for the win. Clay also came
in second to Graham in the 200,
21.7-21.3.
The only other men's winners were perpetual first place
fixtures Scott Thompson and
Travis Downey. Thompson fin-

William Sanderson
The BG News
Saturday afternoon the
Bowling Green indoor track
team visited our Ohio neighbors to the east, Kent State.
Kent State proved to be a
most ungracious host, taking
both the men's and the women's fields. Bowling Green finished a distant third with 68
points, 30 points behind the
Golden Flashes, 13.S points behind the Perm State Nittany
Lions. Ashland and Robert
Morris were non-factors with
24.5 and six points apiece.
Kent State was even more
dominant in the women's competition breaking into the triple
digits with 101 points. The Falcons secured second place with
68 points. Ashland took third
with 36 points. The Rockets of
Toledo were no match for their
MAC rivals with a mere 25
points. Robert Morris barely
showed up at three points.
Statistically, the meet
wouldn't appear to have been a
good one for the Brown and

4E
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again dominated the pole vault.
He cleared 15 feet, six and 1/4
inches. Second place was a 15
feet, one and a half mark
turned in by Kent State's Dan
Schweitzer.
Mike Freeman, Adam Rose,
and Eric Holmes all missed due
to injury. Freeman was missed
in the weight throw and the
shot put. Last week he placed
third and fourth in those
events. This Is the second week
Adam Rose missed due to injury.
The top performer for the
women was Kaleitha Johnson.
The junior sprinter and hurdler won three events, the 55
meter dash at 7.1, 55 meter
hurdles at 8.1, and the 200
meter dash at 25 seconds flat.

ished first in his specialty, the
55 meter hurdles, with a time
of 7.1. Thompson wound up in a
three way tie for second at 6.3
in the 55 meter dash. The
senior didn't run the 200 due to
a bad toe.
"My performance was all
right, but I wasn't satlsified,"
said Thompson. "It would have
been nice if the Accutrak had
been working."
In regards to the NCAA
championships, Thompson
said, "My main objective is not
only to get there but to win, and
I think I have a good chance."
Indeed, the Accutrak system
was down. The Accutrak is
what keeps accurate times by
use of sensors and TV cameras.
Without use of the Accutrak,
all times had to be kept by
hand. Therefore, all times did
not count towards the NCAA
championships.
Junior Travis Downey once

Other female winners include: Tracy Losi in the mile,
Kristin Gaddis in the 3,000
meter, and Jodi Rafferty in the
high jump for the second week
in a row. Nikki Sturzinger
placed second and according to
coach Price is second in the
MAC overall.

against these guys for four
years [two with Kent, two with
BG] and I'd really had enough
of it I'd never beaten them,
and we lost to them in overtime
last year [4-3 OT at Michigan.]
So I wanted to have a strong
game, because these are the
games you live for."
Falcon right wing Dale
Crombeen pushed the BG lead
to 2-0 at 10:01 of the first period
with a power-play goal
The Wolverines bounced
back to tie the game at two on
goals by Mike Lcgg. Legg's
first came at 15:04 on a short-

handed goal and exactly one
minute later, Legg one-timed a
pass by from behind the net by
Greg Crazier past Savard.
Michigan jumped into the
lead at 229 of the second
period as Legg fed Crozier this
time on a three-on-three.
But BG came back to retake
the lead on two important goals
In the closing minutes of the
second period as Herman
knocked in a rebound of defenseman Chad Ackerman's
shot from the point at 17:58.
Then at 18:45, right wing Brett
Punchard got something BG
hasnt received in about a
month, a bounce.

Falcon defenseman Matt Eldred settled the puck at the left
boards and quickly fired a shot
that was tipped on net by
center Curtis Fry. Turco made
the save, but the rebound ricochted right to the stick of
Punchard on the right post who
wrlsted it into the open net for
a4-31ead
Falcon center Brad Holzinger tipped a Punchard shot
on a f ive-on-three power play to
give BG a 5-3 load at 9:20 of the
third period.
The win was even more impressive as it came after a disappointing 4-3 overtime loss to
Miami Friday night at the Ice

Arena. Central Collegiate
Hockey Association newcomer
of the year candidate Randy
Robitallle fired a 25-foot wrist
shot past Savard in the extra
period to surprise the Falcons.
"We were pretty down In the
dumps [Saturday] afternoon,
but the guys responded and
played hard," Powers said. "All
we can ask of them is to play
hard and to have 10 guys playing hard and eight guys not
playing hard you get a little bit
ticked off. I thought we had a
lot of guys play real hard tonight.
"It's a big win for our program."

Puthoff had four points at
intermission, but she found her
touch to open the second half.
Puthoff hit two 3-pointers at the
outset of the second half to open
up the lead to 11 at 46-35. She finished with 13 for the game.
Still employing the 2-3 zone in

the second half, the Falcons were
able to maintain control in the
paint over the taller Akron team.
'We knew that rebounding was
one of their strengths coming in
and that was something we
needed to stop and eventually we
did that," Bowling Green head

coach Jaci Clark said. "At the beginning of the game they were
getting two or three shots at the
basket, but we stopped that the
second half and that was when
we got the game back."
With the BG defense clamping
down inside and Akron firing
blanks from outside, the Falcons
dominated the second stanza
opening up a 20point lead and
held It throughout the rest of the
game.
BOWLING GREEN 86, AKRON 66

B-13 3-3 15. Jones S-12 5-10 15. Puthoff 4-10
2-4 13, Gilford 0-0 0-0 0. Dey 3-6 12 7. Koester 1-21-1 3, Belcher 0-1 0-0 0, AJI 0-0 0-0 0,
Ranrmsn 0-1 0-0 0. Smith 1-1 0-0 2. DeLoye
041 1-2 i. DePotae 0-0 00 0 Totals 30-ee
10-22 as.
AKRON (MM 10-5)
Chavanne 0-7 1-2 1, Peddicord 59 4-s 14.
Cushing W0-1 11. Lamb 8-12 04) 12, Burner
0-8 0-0 0. Hoy 4-11 2-2 11. Namour 1-4 0413.
Timco 0-1 04) 0. Blakley 0-2 04 0. Swartzvelder 0-104 0, Marks 0-3 0-0 0. Simmons 5-8 2-2
12.Braiwi0-32-32 Totals28-75 11-18 88.
HaJfnma - Bowling Green 38, Akron 36.
3-PoaiMrs - Bowling Green 4-10 (Puthoff 34.
Bllter 1-3, Andrews 0-1), Akron 3-23 (Cusrang
1-1. Hsy 1-3. Nearaur 1-3. Charanne0-7, Bur
rtsr 0-8 Lamb 0-1. Tlmco 0-1, Blakley 0-1). Rebounds - Bowling Green 48 (Jones 18). Akron
48 (Peddicord 8) Assists - Akron 18 (Burner 5).
Bowling Green 8 (Jones 3). Total Fouls - Akron
24. Bowling Green 18. A - 325.

STUN
Continued from page nine.

WOMEN
Continued from page nine.

BG's Sara Puthoff picked up
her second personal foul early in
the first half and Bridget Andrews and Chrissy Billiter
picked up the scoring slack.
Billiter finished with 19 points

IOE

IOE

IOE

and Andrews had 15 points for
the game.
"Sara is our go-to player," Billiter said. "But me and Bridget
saw that she was struggling we
knew that we had to pick it up
and get out post players involved
more."

IOE IOE IOE IOE

IOE

IOE IOE IOE IOE IOE IOE

JUST

BOWLIHO GREEN (88) (»-7)
Terry 3-8 S-811. Bister 7-124-818, Andrews

DOIT
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Cancun
#1 SPRING BREAK
March 22 - 2% 1996
Enjoy the excitement and non-stop fun of
CANCUN, MEXICO - the §1 Resort.
Imperial Las Perlaa - Standard beachfront
140 room hotel on beach, close
Triple $539
to downtown and clubs, with 2 pools,
CUt*A titoa
bar and restaurant.
tyuaa ptW

"THE BALANCED MAN"
RUSH DATES:
JANUARY 24, 25, 29 & 30
at 7:30 ,
SIG EP HOUSE IS LOCATED BETWEEN RODGERS AND THE NE COMMONS

IOENIOE

IOE IOE IOE IOE SOE IOE IOE IOE IOE IOE IOE IOE

Casa Maya - Moderate Beachfront Suites
327 rooms featuring 1 -Bedroom Oceanview
«. > ■
*,..
Suites with separate living room/refrigerator/
■ rip*" 9&' y
cable TV. 2 swimming pools, watersports
Quad $629
facility. 3 bars A 3 restaurants

Oasis Cancun - Moderate Beachfront
965 room mega-resort on huge beach with 3
giant pools, tennis courts, 5 restaurants, mini
golf course, beach club and entertainment.

Triple $649
-. ", +rnQ
C«*Mao 9■> V9

Include* roundtrip air from Detroit (Friday eve. departure/, 7
nights hotel, transfers between Cancun Airport and
hotel, and services of a local representative.
Prices are r US$. per person, plus $35
departure taxes. Charter
Participant Agreement Required
I H T I n M
T I O N A L

Tnoil Chirtir
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FALCONS
Continued from page nine.

forwards.
Fair planted two Wolverines
into the boards during a UM
power play with less than five
minutes to. go in the game. The
senior transfer from Kent State
added his fourth goal in the
first period, which he dedicated to his grandfather who died
recently.
"I thought I had a pretty
strong game. I think we played
with a lot of grit tonight," Fair
said.

Well rested Brett Punchard
and Jason Clark responded
from Friday's third period
benching with solid performances. Punchard added a goal
and an assist and Clark assisted
on the game winning goal.

■

BG

used

different

defensive

offensive rushes. For the first period

goals scored by the Falcons, five

and a half, the Falcons sent forwards

goals scored by Ohio State Friday

in to harrass their defenseman in
transition. The Falcons then switched

night in the Buckeyes' 5-5 tie) are
more goals than Michigan allowed in

to a more passive forecheck for the

the previous eight games.

remainder of the game, Keeping the
clog their passing lanes.

■ The Falcons held the nation's
leading power play units to I of 9,

passive style BG used is the way to

while

shut down Michigan. Wolverine head

converting

on

3

of their

7

A Michigan reporter asked if the

chances against the CCHA's leading
penalty killers. "It's an unbelievable

coach

crew [Michigan] puts out there. Every

tell you" and proceeded to
down the reporter.

guy is dangerous," Powers said.

scored on

Michigan in the last two games (six

BG forwards at the UM blueline to

Falcon Notas

■ The eleven goals

forechecks to slow up the Wolverines

Red

Berenson

tersely

re-

sponded, "If that were true, would I
stare

MIAMI 4
BOWLING GREEN 3. OT
Scor r by Periods:
MIAMI
BO

1111-4
12
0
0-3

SCORING Sl'MMAR Y
First Period
BO - Fry (9) - (Price, Ackermmn) 0:34
MU - Leahy (II) - (Boyle. Adams) 3:16
PPO

SCCOMI Period
BO -Pry(IO)-(Eldred)3.36
MU - Rohloff (I) - (unassisted) 6:27
BO - Herman (3) - (Kelman. Johnson)
17:02
Third Period
MU - Leahy (12)- (Robilaille. Adam) 1:23
PPO
Overtime
MU - Robilaille (12) - (unauisled) 3 18

PPO
UM ~ Left (8) - (Madden. Sakala) 15:04
SHO
UM - Leu (?) - (Crozier. Ritchlin) 16:04
Second Period
UM - Crojier(11)--(Legg. MockaH) 2:29
BG - Herman (4) - (Ackerman. Hall) 17 JB
PPO
BO - Punchard (13) - (Fry, Eldred) 18:45

Tfclrd Period
BO"- Holiinier (5) - (Punchard. Perrauli)

BOWLING GREEN 6
MICHIGAN 5
Scor e by Periods:
MICHIGAN
BOWUNG GREEN

2
2

I
2

9:20 PPO
UM - Morrison (19) - (Schock, Botlerill)
11.07
UM - Madden (18)- (Muckali. Hilton)

J - J
2-6

SCORING SUMMAR Y
First Period
BG - Fair (4) - (Fry) 5:08
BO - Crombecn (10) - (Perrauli. Fry) 10 01

1306 PPO
BO - Hall (19) - (Herman. Clark) 14:40
SAVES

BO - Savant 32-37. UM - Turco 18-24.
Attendance: 5/J09

Classifieds
CAMPUS EVENTS

Criminal Justice Organization Meeting
Wednesday. Jan. 31 at 9:00 pm
Rooml17BAA
Everyone is welcome!

—COMMUNITY SERVICE""
Com* tha Into tha Strata first mooting of
tho oomootor and loam how to halp your
community whUa having fun! If you want to
gat Involvad, Join urn Tuooday at 9:00pm In
tho Tafl Room, 3rd Floor union. Rafroahmonla will b* provtdod. OuaotlonaT Call
Erin at 353-0506 or Stavo at 354-5054.

.

"Sport Management Alliance"
Guest Speakers Tonight:
Marti Gregory. MKT Rap for LPGA
Man McGlone, Pro Keds Sales Rep
7;30pm. 307 Eppler South
FREE PIZZA
"PLEASE DRESS PROFESSIONALLY"
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME
AMA—AMA—AMA
Join tho American Markelng Association
Today) Sign up between Wed. Jan. 24 and
F'n Feb. 2 from 9.30am to 12 30pm
outside of the AMA showcase in the BA BWg.
Oonl miss out on the opportunity
ol a lifetimei
AMA"'AMA"'AMA
ARE YOU HAVING A DIFFICULT TIME RE
CRUITING NEW MEMBERS TO YOUR ORGANIZATION? If fte answer is yes. then you
need to attend the Creative Ways to Recruit
New Members' workshop that wil be presented
on Wed.. Feb 7,1996 at 7:00 PM in the Alumm
Room of tho Uraveraity Union. For reserva
boni. pleas* contact the Office of Student Life
al 372-2843.
Attention!
Important Unrversity Red Cross Meeting'
Monday. January 29 @ 7 00 PM in BA 115
N*w MamWt *w Welcome.
BOCTM
Guest Speaker Dr. Jodi Haney
'Science & Mathematics Education: Are we
singing the tame tune?'
Mon.Jan.29@9PMtilM0PMini33LSC.

BGSU aludenti needing internships, Dracocumi. or volunteer placement for Spring or
- Summer 1996. are invited to meel community
service* program personnel on Wednesday.
January 31 st, anytime between 6:00pm and
7:00pm at United Christian Fellowship
Confer, corner Pike * Thurstln Streets Call
352-7534.
BOOST

RESUME CREDENTIALS & BECOME
INVOLVED IN THE COMMUNITYVofunteerll No training necessary
Join hundreds ol former BGSU students In experiencing meaningful volunteer placements.
Soup & other edibles will be served, while you
learn more about volunteering to tutor and act
as a mentor to children, teach ESL (English as
a Secondary Language) adults reading and
writing, or work with mentally and physically
handicapped adults See you on Wednesday,
January 31. anytime between 6:00pm •
p 7:00pm at United Christian Fellowship
Center, corner Pike 1 Thurstln Streets. Call
352-7534.
COVE /MALLARD COALITION
The largest tract of unlogged primary forest in
the continental US is being cut lor corporal*
profit and subsidized with your tax dollars. This
is your public land under attack. Come learn
moreon:
Wed. Jan. 31
7:30 095 Overman

Rttumt BuUder
Piaina Margins . BGSU't UndergraduaM literacy magazina needs lo KM positions in Editing. Marketing. Advertising, and general stall.
For more into or an Interview cal kechael at

Students are the future of America
Coma meel your future
College Republicans
Tuesdays 9 00pm Room 116 BA

3736603
DISCOVER EUROPE
Summer Study in France
'Study 6 weeks m Nantes
'Study 3 days m Belgium
'Courses in English
•Have 3 1/2 days for travelMreek
"Earn 6 credit hours in Econ. or Bus.
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE
OPEN TO ALL MAJORS
Infomeeong:Tuesday,Jan 30,8:30pm
Room 1001 BAA
For info, call:
Chuck Roose ©2 8198 or 354 6169
Dr Kent @2-8080or 2-2646

RESUME BUILDING MINI COURSE
Mon Jan 29® 8pm
1010 Business Adm.BWg
Contact UAO & 2-2343 for more Info
RushKA
The Gensemen ol Kappa Alpha would like
to invite you 10 Rush on
Wed. Jan. 24th from 7pm to 9pm @ Kohl Hall
lock Lounga. Thurs. Jan. 25lh Irom 7pm lo
9pm @ Rodger* 2nd Fl. Study Lounge. Mon.
Jan. 29th Itom 7:00-9 00pm @ Kohl HafLock
Lounga. and Tues. Jan. 30 Irom 7:00pm lo
9 00pm @ Kohl Hall Look Lounge!

DJ - Training
WBGU-FM is offering training to prospective
DJ's interested in acquiring on FCC noncommercial operator's license. Training starts
Wednesday, January 31st at ,9 00pm in 111
South Hall. One* a week for five weeks is all
you need to ride the FM airwaves. For more
info contact WBGU at 372 8657 or Jen at
352-4295 Hope to see you therel
Filends of the Deaf -1 st Meeting
of the semester
Monday Jan. 29th & 9:00 ED 363
Come sharpen your signing skills
Ail majors are welcome!
Get in to Radio Sales. Promotion. Production
or be a DJ I' Come to WFAL's Into Nile
Wednesday, Jan 31 at 9PM m 121 West Hall
Join the a3 College Station in the US
Get Involved With the UAO Games committee
and help plan GAMES for campus. Come to
the UAO Office (third floor of the Union) tonight
and every Monday al 9pm. For more into call
2 2343
GET INVOLVED W/USGt
The purpose of the Undergraduate Student
Government (USG) la to serve a* the representative vole* of all undergraduate itudents at BGSU. USO IS DEDICATED TO IMPROVING STUDENT LIFE ON CAMPUS
AND presently, this Senate It actively addressing safety Issues facing our BGSU
community. PLEASE TAKE TIME TO CONTACT YOUR USG REPRESENTATIVE with
concerns, Ideas, and suggestions regarding safety aa well as any other Issue* effecting your environment at BGSU. Mak* your
vole* heard!
CONTACT YOUR SENATORS through t he
USG SENATE OFFICE (372-6017)
or via email (usg<c>bgn*t bgsu edu)
For more Into call UAO @ 2-7164 or USO
Learn how to further your career opportunities
at the first annual Discovery Day Conlrence.
Sat. Feb. 10 from 9am • I2:30pm. Sign up in
front of she AMA showcase m the BA Building
from Wed., Jan. 24 to Fn.. Feb. 2 9 30am ■
i 12:30pm. Additional information will be provided at this time. Hop* to see you at th* confrere*.

The True Definition ol a Gentleman!

SERVICES OFFERED
GET IN SHAPE FOR SPRING BREAKI
Personal Fitness training and Dietary Program.
Eal ihe Foods you love while sMI getting a right,
tone, and muscular physique. Every program is
custom made lor your busy schedule. Performed by a National Competitive bodybuilder
and fitness model. Let your physique be
uniquel For more information call Phil &
3532150.
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy tests. Confidential and
caring. 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

RushKA

PERSONALS

SENIOR PORTRAITS NOW BEING TAKEN
Call 372-8086 to schedule your sitting.
Last chance for May and August Grads
J6 silling tea can t»
charged through Bursar.

A New Year, A Healthy Body!
Free 8-week sessions, beginning the
end of January.

SHRM Meeting
Tuea.Jan.30
9:00 pm
BAA 1002
Casual dress

Taught by e nurae A health educator tor
students looking tor en eating plan to
promote e healthier body.

Student Organisation ol Social Workers
Please attend the first meeting Tues. Jan 30 at
6pm in 104 BA. New members welcome! Food
will be served and we have a lot to talk aooutl

BGSU Center lor Wellneee 1 Prevention

Tha NAMES Proiect AIDS Memorial Cult
will be in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom Feb.
27th. 2Bth. and 29th. To volunieer pick-up
a volunteer registration form in tha
Student Activities Office. 330 Univ. Union
by Feb. 2. For more information, contact
Cameron al 2-2343

HAPPY21ST
BIRTHDAYI

WOW WOW.WOW WOW.
What's on Wednesday? FREE!
Disabilities - a panel compnsed ol people with
disabilities will discuss their eipenences on
campus & ways lo improve accessibiity. Wed.
Jan. 31 0 8pm UNIV. UNION - FACULTY
LOUGNE contacat UAO @ 2-7164 tor more
info.
^^_
Want to gel your picture in the
YEARBOOK?

Need some free food?
Come to the HSA General Meeting
Mon. Jan. 299 PM
234 E Harshman
Come and enpy ihe funl

Call 372-9355 lo register.

Spring 96' Rush Dates
Rush Info Night Jan. 23rd
730-9:30 Lenhart Ballroom
Wed. & Thurs. Jan. 24th and 25th
Mon. ft Tues. Jan. 29th and 30th
730-930

CAMPUS POLLYEYES ■ 352-9638
Great pizza, subs A salads
Dine in. Delivery or pick-up
FREE FINANCIAL AIDI
Over S8 Billion in public and private sector
grants A scholarships is now available. An students are esoible regardless ol grades. Income, or parent's income. Let us help. Call
Student Financial Services: 1-800 263-6495
ltd F55444.

Get in to Radio Sales, Promotion, Production
or be a DJ" Com* to WFAL'e Into
NiteWednesday. Jan. 31 at 9PM m 121 West
Hall Join the SO College Station in the US
GET INVOLVED WAJSGI
The purpose ol the Undergraduate Student
Government (USG) Is to aerve aa Ihe representative voice of all undergraduate etudente el BGSU. USO IS DEDICATED TO IMPROVING STUDENT LLIFE ON CAMPUS:
AND presently, this Ssnele Is actively addressing safety Issuse lacing our BGSU
community. PLEASE TAKE TIME TO CONTACT YOUR USG REPRESENTATIVE wlttl
concerns, Ideas, end suggestions regarding sa fety as wall ss eny other Issues effecting your environment at BGSU. Make your
voice heard!
CONTACT YOUR SENATORS through the
USG SENATE OFFICE (3724017)
or via email (usgr9bgnst.bgsu.sdu)
For more Inlo call UAO 0 2-7164 or USO
@2-81H.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S ICE
HOCKEY-JANUARY 29. WOMEN'S BOWL
ING JANUARY 30 ALL ENTRIES DUE IN 130
UNIVERSITY FIELD HOUSE BY 4:00 P.M. ON
DUE DATE

GAMMA would like to send its thanks to Fuckers. Big Boy. Bee Gee Bookstore, Grounds tor
Thought, and Campus Tanning lor their donations of prizes in the Taste ol the Town raffle.

Phi Sig • Alpha JO • Phi Sig- Alpha Xi
The brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa
would like to congratulate
Brother Derek Hyde
on his tavaiiering to
ErinCamaioni
Alpha Xi Delia
Phi Sig • Alpha Xi • Phi Sig • Alpha XI

GAMMA would like lo congratulate PisaneOo's
for winning Taste ol the Town. GAMMA would
also hke to thank Moose Bros, end Pizza Outlet
lor partiofratinq In Taste of tho Town.

continued on p. 12
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lynch Savors

10 GREAT LUNCHES $3.99 AND UNDER
Available Monday thru Friday until A p.m.
•"AGO™
Congratulations to Kim Krouser on
her recent pearling to East Lakes
Valentino Hernandez Congratulations'
—AGO—
•ATTENTIONThe deadline lor Outstanding Senior Nomination Forms has been extended Organize
son Presidenis have unit 5pm, February 2nd
to return the forms to Mrtetl Alumni Center.

MID AM MAVM.

ClASSIC LUNCHVME FAVORITES

Buttarlsell Turkey Burfjer
Served wfm French Fr ies-#3.o9.

Teaeler CMcfeees f trips A Pries
Three Hump Strips ol Chicken Bread brooded and fried golden brown. Served wi* our
dJicioui Barbecue Sauce and Fries. - $3.99
• Add a side salad or coleslaw for an additional $1.00

OASSIC

mum

Chicks. Csssstr Setae!
Fresh Romoins lettuce, Coeiar dressing and homesrvle garlic croutons topped with
tomatoes, shredded Parmesan chssss and two marinated grilled chicken strips.
A perfect lunch Savor portion.- $3.99

Choose from choice apartments within walking
l

distance to campus Summer l >% and school year
1996-1997.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heal
and water included. ;iir conditioning

Omega Phi Alpha
Rush Omega Phi Alpha
National Service Sorority
January 30 8-10pm
103 BA
B* Therel

Che. Baled
A Lunch Savor portion of lettuce layered with turkey, ham, diced tomatoes, green onions
and shredded American cheese. - $3.99
Setup * Setae,

Go Greek! Go Greek i Go Greek! Go Greek!
Cross-Cultural Conversation Connection.
Are you interested in learning more about another cultur*? Would you lik* to rnak* a new
mend from another country? This program will
match you with an international student for tie
semester Join us tor an informational session
..fcn . Jan ?9 <p / 00 PM ,n Mose'ey Ha'l 200

Are you rterested in volunteering in your
community? Come to Into the Streete' first
meeting ol the semester this Tuesday 9:00pm
In the Teft Room, 3rd Floor Union. Ftfd out
what you can do to make a difference' Questions? Cal Erin at 353-0508 or Stave at
354 5054.

ERINMIIUOAN

•NOW RENTING*

MEN WANTED!

14 SPRING BREAK
SHOPPING DAYS LEFT!
DONT PROCRASTWATEI
NOW is the time to guarantee
the lowest rates and best hotel
selection tor
Spring Break '96
Leisure Tours has complete
packages lo South Padre Island.
TXandCancun.
PARTY WITH THOUSANDS I
For FREE into cal:
1-600- 584 -7311
Group Rales Are Available!
I.T.I.
Leisure Tours International

641 Third St. Apt. 4. KM. Resident Manager 352-4380

Ckir signature side garden salad server with a cup of bean, potato, broa alt or
vegetable beet soup and roes. - $3. 59

Carry Out • **• ■• Wooitw (Located Behind BP(
Available 352-2193 H CD

Are You Hungry?
Bring this coupon over to J

Packo's for good food |

and even better deals, i
i

BIG BOWL of SPICY CHILI
& a16oz. barrel of

[$4.69 WHAT A DEAL!
Hj-Good Monday -Thursday 4*1* ■
•A*' 3:30p.m. to6:00p.m. *gr ■
1902 From St. at Consaul«691-6054
5827 Monroe St. in Sylvania'885-4500 ■

The first 200 seniors to have their portraits taken this
week will receive a coupon good for a free small
pizza from the Pizza Outlet.
This is the last chance for May
and August Grads to have their
portraits taken.

call 372- 8086
1

. at-** .*• .* .. ■

--^-- — -

'
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RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI
RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI

Prolesaional Buim.il Fraternity
Delta S«Jma Pi
Mrxmaapn Wpnt
Monday. Jan. 29
Lite Science. Room 112
9O0PM

PRSSA PRSSA PRSSA
•
Intonated In Public Relations?
Com* to our nmwml Inlormatlonel
mealing. Hon. J.n. 29. 7:00pm
Rm. 100 BA. W. will dlecuee
plant tor this HiMltr.
PRSSA PRSSA PRSSA

RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI
RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI
RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI
RUSH PHI KAPPA PSI
Slg KM Sig KK> Sip Kap Sig Kap
The am of Sigma Kappa ar> proud to announce the angagamant ot Ranaa TJchaeas B
Malt MIc ha let We «iah »ou the beitof luckil
Congraiutalonall
Slg Kap Slg Kap Sig Kap Slg Kap
RUSH PHI SIG
BROTHERHOOO AT ITS BEST
Monday 730pm
PnutHan

SPRING BREAK '9S Cancun trom S429, Jamaica from 1469. Fonda trom S10B. Guaranteed lowait pncaii Organize a group ol 15
and go traai Call I00-84J-4649 lor mora Into.
Oncempus contact Jim 352 8641.
Spring Braak Panama City Baach Florida from
(99 par person par *eek. TW Baach Bar.
Huga BaacnwJa hot tub, Fraa inlrxmanon
1-800-48SSS28.
Spring Braak Ona Stop Shopping!! I
All daitmanoni, moat tour companies oral ol
Marching avary bullatin board? Sava time!!!
CatlJm 352-8841 oday«
SPRING BREAK '98 With only 1 wee* to
llva-OON'T BLOW ail BOOK NOWII
GUARANTEED LOWEST PACES! Florida A
Padra 1109. ■ahamaa I3S9. Jamalca/Cancun S399. Organiza a groupTRAVEL FREEH FOR FREE INFO SunSpaaah Toura HO0-428-7T10.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS: Groupa imerMtad in applying tor ACGFA FunrJng tor *w
1990-97 acadamic yaar ara required B attend
a workshop on Thureday. February 1,1998 In
the Ohio Suite of The University Union. This
workshop wUI be offered at 9:00 am. noon,
and 7:00 p.m Please call the Office of Student
b'e to let ui know which sesiion you would l*e
B anend at 372-2*43. Also bmg you ACGFA
paclcaiBB^workahop.
Think ahead B Spring Break I
Buy your tanning package now & savell
Save $5 001 Campus Tanning 352 7889

RuahPhlSlg

USG • USG • USG • USG

RUSH PHI SIG
Votad Boat In BG
Tuaaday730
Phi Sip House
RUSH PHI SIG
SENIORS

SENIORS
SENIORS
LAST WEEK TOR SENIOR PORTRAITS
It you am graduating In May or August call Tha
KEY yearbook olbce at 372 8088 now to
schedule your lining. $s laa can ba chargad
eVougrt the bursar.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS

USG CABINET POSITION AVAILABLEI
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COORDINATOR
'Promote open communication between tie
students, faculty, and administration.
'Promote significant student input in el academic issues.
Applications available in
404 Student Servioea
Deadline: Jan. 28 at 5:00 p.m.

USG • USG ' USG • USG
GET INVOLVED!
How can you Improve BGSU7
Lai ua know!
Apply aa an At-Large Senator
Application available in
404 Student Services
Deadline ia Jan. 29 at 5:00 p m.
Any recall 2-4116
You can make a diflerenoel
USG " USG" USG " USG

EARN $7,000-9.000
POSSIBLE INTERNSHIP
OR CO-OP

PROGRAM PLEASE CALL

1-800-543-3792
TASP INTERNATIONAL

WANTED 100 STUDENTS!
Lose up to 30 lbs ., 30 Day Guarantee. New
Metaboliim Breakthru, Relerral Discounts. $30
MC/Vlsa24ht FREE INFOt 1-800861-3202
"ARE YOU INTERESTED kN GETTING IN
VOLVED? 1995-96 Student Organization Directory Supplements can be picked up In tie
Offica of Sudent Life, Room 405 Student Servlcea Buxrilng while supplies last."

WANTED

SAFETY AWARENESS
WEEK TIP OF THE DAY
• Ahvays lock your doors a
thief only needs a minute
• Did you know... 500
Personal warning
Devices have been purchased
and are available at the
Residence Hall maindesks,
the Off - Campus Student
Center, Graduate Student
Senate and Public Safety.
Sponsored by SHARP

ACTIVffeSDIRECTOR-SUMMER OF 1096
Yogi BMft Jwffytton* Camp RMCKI is looking
for 2 crMtiv«, outgoing persons to coordmatt
and da-act activitiM for a busy family camping
'•son. Ws •/• located near Sea World in Aurora, ONo.
-Eiparianos prafarred. but not necessary. Mala
or Female RecreaootvEducation mayors enccaged to apply
•Living tadMasa ara available.
■ Interviewing will ba dona at tha Resort
Sand your rasuma to:
JeMystone Camp Resort
c/o Andrea Palsy Schwartz
6511 Marsoi #222
MayfiaWHts.. OH 44224
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry
Earn up to 13,00046,000* par rnentt, Room A
Board! Transportation! Male/Female. No experience necassaryl (208)971-3510 ait
ASS442.
Alaska Student Jobs! Great US I Thousands ol
jobs available.
Ma le/F • m al e
RoomnBoard/Transpori often provided Great
Adventure. Gda. 010-033-01680X1. A1073

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income
to assemble products at home
Into 1 -504-646-1700 DEPT OH 62S5

Ch.ldcare needed in our home
2-3 hrs - afternoons. Call 352-5724

Female Subieaaar needed. Clean, quiet. A
non-smoking. Close B campus.
353-5074. Kelly.

Cleaning parson needed for home A office
Dependable, trustworthy. A someone who
takes pnde in their work. Must ba available be
tween 5:30am • 2:00pm. Starling pay
$6.00mr. Cat (410) 267-2588.

Graduate Student or Young Professional B
sublease now untjl end of Jury. 2 bedroom apt
excellent condition. New in Aug. $47Srmo
353-5223.
Subieasers for 2 bedroom. 2 bath Apt.
Call 354-5159
840 8th St. Apl J

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to .C.OOOWmor* working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel.
Seasonal & full-lime amptoyrnani available). No
eipenenoa necessary For mora information
caf 1*208- 971-3550 #xtCSS444.

Subieasers needed for 2 bedroom,
1 1/2 baffi apt. located on 8th street.
Call 354-0318

Earn cash stuffing envelopes at home. All materials provided. Sand SASE to P.O. Box 774.
Oaihe.KS 86051.

SUMMER COUNSELORS
GREAT STAFF - GREAT FACILITIESGREAT EXPERIENCE
M.V. S. CO-ED RESIDENT CAMP
CATSKILL MOUNTAINS - 2 HOURS NYC
AND ALBANY
ATHLETIC - BASEBALL - BASKETBALL
TENNIS - ROLLER HOCKEY - SWIMMING
WATERSKIING - WOOD WORKING • PHOTOGRAPHY
HORSEBACK RIDING - ROPES COURSE
KENNYBROOK
19Southway
Hartadale, NY 10530
(914)693-3037
1-800-58-CAMP 2

HELP WANTED
» Cruise Sips Hiringl Students Needed! $$$ •
Free Travel (Caribbean. Europe, Hawaiil)
Seasonal/Permanent. No Exper. Necessary.
Gda. 019-929-4398 en C0173.
SI 750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
No experience required. Begin now. For infocal 301-308-1207.
250 Counselors A Instructors needed1
Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mini.,
NE Pannaylvania. Lohikan. Box 234BG.
Keneworth, NJ 07033(908) 278-0998

Extra Income Pan time evenings. M F Cal
419-.S33-6216.
Food Operations
Work For Ua Anybmel
We offer tuHy paid training, flexible workhours
and work days, work for a few hours during tie
school day. a fun work atmosphere, a chance
to meet new friends, experienoa for your rasuma. merit and longevity salary increases.
free meal coupons for students who exceed
performance expectations, and great promo
bonal opportunities.
Appfy at Commons. Founders, Harshman,
McDonald, Dining Centers, Galley A DcwnUrv
oflrSnackBa's.
Apply al the Dining Center of your choicel
HOME TYPISTS
PC users needed $45,000 income potential.
Call 1-800-513-4343 Ext. 6-0640.
If you are looking to gain experience in Marketing, Management, Sales, or General Business
cal OTP at 1-800-356-5987. QTP is currently
hiring motivated students to Ml positions in
Maumee, Sylvanla, Parryaburg, andTokado
Earn 17,000410.000 while gaining a post-Die
internship. Positions are filled on a first come
first serve basis

Offica Cleaning evenings
12-15 hrs. per week. Own transportsDon
required. Call 352-5822
Our firm is looking for individuals who want to
gain comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn $8,000-110.000 per summer. Positions available throughout OH. Ml. IN.
including Cleveland, Columbus, Youngstown,
Cincinnati, and more. 800-887-1960

Quality ingredients that
set us above
the rest.
300 E. Wo

ttnx

3S41-4660

re the new Mniatry, on sale tonight, Midnight,
at Medhatter Music 353-3555.
Smith Corona Word Processor w/14' monilor
indudes spreasheet and database program.
Asking (250. paid $400.
Call 353 0381.
Sony S CD Changer Stereo lor SalelI
Includes receiver, speakers, dubbing system
Excellentcondnion A great sound quality
$400 or negotiable. Call 353-3410
Spnng Break Specials Cancun A Jamalcal
111%Lowest Price Guarantee' 7 Nights Air A
Hotel From $4291 Save $100 On Food/Ortnkel
hltp://w ww.spnngbreaklravel.com
1-800-678-6386.
Spnng Break! Panama City! 8 Days Room With
Kitchen $1191 Walk To Bast Barsl 7 Nights In
Key West $259! Cocoa Beach Hasn (Greet
Beeches-Near Disney) $1691 Deylona $1301
http.//www.apringbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Summer business Are you an entrepreneur?
Great opportunity, low start up cost, management raining. Earn up tp 1000 per week. Vehicle req. Call Greenland Irrigation
1 800 361-4074.
Take the Lead
Become A Campus Tour Guide I
Applications are available in
110 McF all Center
Jan. 20-Fob. 2
It you have any questions cal
372-8866

Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 7 Days
$2791 Includes 15 Meals A 6 Free Parries!
Great Beaches/Nighoilel Leaves From Ft.

Lauderdale!
htfpyrwww.springbreaktravel.com
1 BOO-678*386

FOR RENT

TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA
Positions availablo every month. Bachelor degree required. $18.000-24.ooo/yr Accom., airfare A benefits. Send resume, copy ol diploma
A copy of passport to: Bok J Corp. Chun Bang
Bkjg., 154-13 Samsung Dong, Kangnam Gu.
Seoul, Korea. TEL: 011-822-555-5627 FAX:
011-822 552 4329
The Key Yearbook is looking tor reliable photographers. Applicants must have their own
camera and be able to work flexible hours. Call
TODD or ANN at 372-8086 for more IntormaHon.
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25-45rhr. teaching basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea.
No teaching background or Asian languages
required For information cal: (206) 971-3570
exl.JS5443.

353-0325 • Carry Rentals
Apartments for 06-97 school yaar
Close lo campus 0.12.1S month leases.
Effic. 1 A 2 bdrm. apts. in houses.
12 mo. leases only starting m May. Steve
Smith 352-8917. (no calls after 9:00pm).
Furnished, 2 bdrm apt. Utilities not furnished
Call 669-3036.
Houses, 1 A 2 bedroom Furnished apts.
1 year, 9 month, and summer le
Call 352-7154
One bedroom apartment
AVAILABLE NOW

Call 354 8800
SUBLEASER NEEDED IMMEDIATLEYII
Female. $i92/month. unities included. Own
Room. 352-2708.

FOR SALE
'86 Plymouth Reliant. Auto. air. cruise, great
condition. $2200. Can 354-4097.
'95 Gary Fisher Rangrtoto w/Trek Shock EL.
Many new parts: includes helmet, shorts, jersey A gloves. $500. 2 MTX 10" subwooleri.
MTX 10" Bandpass enclosure. 1 mo. old.
$200 Cal 2-1287.
195" Gary Fisher mt. bike worth $1200 new. 1
yr. old $600 or best oiler. Cal for details.
353-2411 Todd.
Brand New - NOFX. Therapy,
Gufiermourh. The Humpors. and
Twined Willy on sale, tonight.
midnight Madhatter Music.
143E. Woosler. 353-3555.

I

coupon
Any Large 1 item
Stuffed Crust Pizza

_

with mozzareiia cheese

'LARGE

I ONLY
.!!■"■,

Management Inc.
353-5800
New New New New New
New
Hillsdale Apts., 3bdrm
Townhouies very spacious,
full bsmt, 1-1/2 bath. 9-1/2 or
12 mo. lease starts at $850.

Management Inc.
New New New New New
New

$Q50
Owhh.coupon I

Addrltonal Item* $1

Hillsdale Apts. , 2 bdrm flats,
very spacious, 9 foot ceiling,
9-1/2 or42 mo. lease. Starts
at $600.

loV I

FREE DELIVERY
352-5166

Pails
Frankfurt
Madrid

JF «M»d \Witerations
BGSU Students

WORK For US

'nnaa^taUMIaeaiM
Bird-., ra.ail.ni vh. mm n« MM
an. aUM a era ir*-

Anytime!

Council[Travels
I

■fli
S3

I

%WL

m osnara i mm ban i uaast a is*

1-800-SUNCMASe
IOII mi MrotiUPOM i nsitVAiio<.i

u

KWMIiaiHMtt
//WWWJOMl

1-800-2-COUNCIL
ttS00-226-8B241
CalliorlnvloraFrUE
Student r/.ii/e/smatia/iiie!

Saturday, rflbmory 3. 1996
3 00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
KoboefeM Hall

Rental Office
Phone
530 S. Maple
352-9378
Leasing for 96 - 97

Commons

$3.00 tor Adults
CMM*n Under to* admitted FREE
Purchase or pickup ttcMi
• Kobodaw box ortict-

Fox Run
Haven House Manor
Piedmont
Hir<'liwooil Place

McDonald
Dining Centers
Gaily*
Down Under

Mini Mall
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing
Houses

Management Inc.

Management Inc.
Efficiency Apartments,
215 E. Poe Rd., Starts at
$225. All utilities included.
Half the Security Deposit
holds it now.

Dovlno Jones
Yocob Mahonneti

AMoan Airwlcon Vote* of 06u
k Mm k totpaaty Shgm MirMrks
AK-47

Founder*
HarNhman

Hillsdale Apts., Large
studios high vaulted ceilings,
unique floor plan. 12 mo.
lease starts at $350.

"When thtptvists go up
the Mc-siings eafl come down"

Tteten) FREE tor B6SU SturtotW

Preferred Properties

Management Inc.
New New New New New
New

Huge 1 bdrma, 215 E. Foe
Rd. laundry on site, lots of
parking. Starts at 330/mo +
elec.

QU Caaad ■ LtJirnl.nl U.1..S, triiayt

a Fully paid Training
• Flexible Work Hours & Work Days
a Works Few Hours During the School Day
a Fun Work Atmosphere
• Meet New Friends
a Experience for Your Resume
• Merit and Longevity Salary Increases
• Free Meal Coupons for students Who
Exceed Performance Expectations
• Promotional Opportunities
>-

Seasonal employment available aa a
Whitewater raft guide in WV. Experience
not requireed. Must be 10 years old. be
a notvamoder, and have first aid and CPR
Contact North American River Runners
PO Box 81. HO) WV 2S8S4
60O-BS0-2S85EOS

203 N. Main, B.Q.
Coupon exp 2/29/96 I

S16 E. Woour
352-1504

WE OFFER:

FILTH PIO No, Not You

Position available tor person interested in riding bus to supervise behavior and activities of
persona receiving, services form the Wood
County Board ot Mental Retardation and Developmental Disabilities. Part-Brno permanent.
12-month, 40 hour, biweekly position now
available, 7:00 am.-9:00 a.m. and 230
p m -A 30 p.m. Route starts in Northern Wood
County. Salary 10.50-«7.44rhr baaed on experience ($8.50 hour lor Drat 90 days ol employment). Sick, vacation, personal leave benefits.
High school diploma or equivalent required Application deadline la 1130AM.
Application may be obtained at the Wood Lane
School. Entrance B. 11160 E. Gypsy Ln. Rd .
Bowling Green. 8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m. EO£

Now Hiring Day Time Servers
Campus PcJieyes 3S2-g638
Stop in between 2-4 pm

»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»

Myles' Pizza

Part-Time HYhr. Answer telephones. Flexible
hours/local area. No e«perieno» necessary
Cam-SOg-474-4290En 172 mil Id toll

Child care needed in our Bowling Green home.
tor twins. Non-smokar, dependable paraon
with references 1st Aid. CPR Certified Preferred 0*11352-0827.

Female Roommate for May August $300 plus
electric Close B campus. Own room. Call
354-5021 ask tor Bath.

GET INVOLVED

RESUME BUILDER

LAST SUMMER OVER BOO
COLLEGE A UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS RAN THEIR OWN
BUSINESS WITH US GAINING
EXCEPTIONAL WORK EXPERIENCE
IN RECRUITING A INTERVIEWING.
MARKETING A SALES.
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT.
EMPLOYEE MANAGEMENT.
PROFITABILITY ANAL YSIS AND
MOREIII
TO GET MORE INFORMA TION
ABOUT OUR MANAGEMENT

Want to get your picture in the YEA RBOOK?
Need some free food?
Come B the HSA General Meeting
Men .Jan. 29 9PM
234E.Harshman
Coma and enjoy tha funl

USG " USG ' USG' USG

THIS SUMMER!!!

MANAGEMENT POSITIONS ABE
AVAILABLE*
CLEVENDLAND.AKRON
YOUNOSTOWN A TOLEDO.

USG* USG "USG "USG
USG CABINET POSITION AVAILABLE!
MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS COORDINATOR
•Facilitate better relaioni between al campus
groupa.
'Address the needs ol groups/persons who
feel misrepresented or alienated.
'Develop and provide recommendations to further actions to the legislative body
Applications available In 404 Student Services
Deadline Is Jan. 21 at 5:00 p m.
USG ' USG' USG ' USG

BafrDMUMNrta
UmtLOhto

Management Inc.
830 Fourth SfcThe Willow
House is now Leasing for
next year, lbdrm, gas heat
A/C, starting at $330/mo.

Snack Bars

Apply at the
Dining Center of
Your Choice!

You snooze, you lose!!!
c

DON'T DRINK AND
DRIVE

^ HO/WE FRLCON UUO/VKN'S BnSK€TBfiLL W€DN€SDFIV 7:30 PM - vs. MIRMI! v*
V COM€ €NT€R TH€ LONG'S Cl€fll\J€RS HRIFTIM6 JRCKPOT FOR R SHOT RT $300! 5
1

